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MULTIFUNCTION MEASUREMENT

CARD FOR PCs

PART 1: DESIGN BACKGROUND AND CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The high-performance insertion card described in this article allows
your IBM PC-XT, PC-AT or 100% compatible to measure direct

voltage at 12-bit accuracy, as weil as frequency and a host of other
parameters related to pulse-shaped signals. The accuracy and

versatility afforded by the card are of a level associated with much
more expensive, industrially rated products. The menu-driven

control software developed for this exciting project allows you to
keep tabs on up to eight voltages quasi-simultaneously, while up to
eight remaining inputs can be used for time-related measurements
including frequency, duty factor and pulse duration, not forgetting
the event counter. Connected to the sensors and timing devices of
your choice, this card turns a PC into a powerful central controller in

a complex measurement and control system.

ALTHOUGH its ability to deal with num-
bers is often the main reason for using

a pe, it is interesting as welJ to look at inter-
facing such a machirte to the real world,
which, as mostof us see it, is analogue rather
than digital Invariably, a pe needs to be
fitted with a speoal interface card to allow it
to handle analogue quantities such as volt-
age, temperature, pressure, or relative hu-
rnidity. The card described in this article is
such an interface. Effectively, it turns your
pe into a multifunction measurement sta-
tion.
The analogue-to-digital conversion func-

J. Ruffell

ti an of thecard allows analoguequantities in
the form of voltages to be translated into
their digital equivalents, whieh are numbers
that can be proeessed and evaluated by the
PC Two inputs are available for this pur-
pose, each fitted with an eight-ehannel
multiplexer for multi-poiut measurements.
The software allows one of these channels to
be selected for aeeurate monitoring and ana-
Iysts. In addition to this versatile voltmeter
function, the card can also function as a fre-
quellcy meter combined with a pulse/pause
(duty factor). Cl pulse-on/off time meter, and
an event counter.

Block diagram
The block diagram in Fig. 1 shows the
general structure of the measurement card.
A number ofbuffers and an address decoder
are connected between the PC expansion bus
on the olle hand, and two programmable pe-
ripheral Interfaces (PPIs) and one analogue-
ta-digital converter (ADe), on the other. The
PPIs take care of the communication be-
tween the pe and a number of lines of the
ADC (which functions as a voltmeter) as
weIl as the communication with the res that
form the frequency meter.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the pe measurement card, showing the general structure of the
design and the main buses used tor data and control signals.

The bus interface merits a few words
only. since it has been used in previously
published circuits in this magazine. The ad-
dress and data buffers ensure that the load-
ing of the relevant pe bus lines is kept to Cl

minimum. The buffers are followed by an
address decoder formed by CI programmable
array legte Je (PAL). The PAL outputs are
used to give the two PPIs and the ADC their
proper addresses in the pe's L'O map. Here,
the function of the PPls is to allow those Ks
rhat are either relatively slowor not really in-
tended for use in a computer envirournent,
to be connected to the PC expansion bus. By
virtue of the PPIs, it is possible to apply soft-
ware control to the rnulttplexers and the dis-
crete frequency meter, and also to monitor,
by means of polltng. the status of several
components in the system.
The ADC chipused here is suitable fordi-

rect connection to a computer bus. Its soft-
ware selection is accomplished by the OUTO
output signal supplied by the address
decoder. The EOC (end of conversion) and
BUSY signals supplied by the ADC are read
via a Pl'J.
The power supply is symmetrical. The

±12 V supply of the PC is stepped down to
±8 V on the card, and is also used to derive
special reference potentia ls of ±5 V. The digi-
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tal components on the card are powered di-
reet from the PC's 5-V supply.

Entering into details
Although a block diagram is quite useful to
become acquainted with the overall struc-
ture of e circuit, a fuHy detailed circuit diag-
ram is required to understand how the
various functions are realized in pracrtce.
Hence, the operation of the measurement
card will be diseussed with referenee to the
circuit diagram in Fig. 2.

Conneetors K4 and Ks (to the left in the
circuit diagram) eonneet the circuit to the
XT-slot in the PC Circuits IC1, Je2 and IC3
provide the necessary buffering. The First,
lCl, is a bidirectional type since its task is to
buffer the da tabus, on which two-way com-
munication is required. The other two buf-
fers work in one direetion only.

The address decoding isaccomplished by
ICl, a PAL. This JC, which is supphed ready-
programmed, has been used before in a PC
extension card project, see Ref. 1. Apart from
the three selection signals, the PAL also sup-
plies the reset signal for the ADC interrupf
bistable, IC6A, and the enable signal for bus
buffer ICl. The base address of the card can
be set with the aid of jumper JVI (position A:

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

• oe voltmeter
ADC input range: 0 - 5 V
ADC resonrnon. 1.22 mV (12-bits)
ADe conversion time: 3 us

Level shifter: 0 - 5 V
(inpul-2.5 V to +2.5 V)

8 multiplexed inputs with 7 optional re-
sistive dividers and 1 adjustable attenu-
ator (0.1 - 300 V, auloranging)

• Frequency meter
Range:
Max. error:
Accuracy:
Autoranging
8 mulliplexed inputs (TTL)
Arithmetic period measurement
lntemal or external reference
frequency

0.0025 Hz -10 MHz
0.0001%
6 digits

Event counter
Range:
Max. count frequency:
User-defined trigger edge

32 bits
10MHz

Pulsetime measurement
Range:
Resolution:
High/low indication
Arithmetic duty cycle measurement

0-400s
0.1 us

300H; position B: 310H). Table 1 shows the
funetions of the addresses assigned to the
card.
The anafogue circuitry is found back at

the top of the circuit diagram. Ta the right we
see an analogue multiplexer, fC12, which is
used to control a stepped attenuator built
from d iscrete components (R23 - R32). The at-
tenuator is followed by a chopper-stabilized
amplifier (Ref 2), ICll, whose outpur signal
is fed to a second analogue multiplexer.
The component values in the attenuator

and the chopper opamp circuit are chosen
such that the measurement ranges 0.1 - 0.3-
1 - 3 -10 - 30 -100 - 300 V are created on
channel IO. The other inputs of the multi-
plexer accept the signals on conneetor K3.
Contral signals ASELO, ASEL1 and ASEL2
determine which of the eight signals at the
multiplexer inputs is fed to ADC IC4, via
bu ffer lOB and level shifter IOA. The ASEL
Signals ere supplied by one of the PPIs, IC4.
The arrangement allows a maximurrt of eight
signals to be appbed sequentially to the
ADe In the current circuit configuration,
input I [ (pin 1 of connector KJ) is used to
ealibrate the ADC. Thecalibrarion circuitean
be disabled by fitti.ng jumpet JPIO, when
input 11 may be used as an additional meas-
urcmcnt input.

It should be noted that Inputs 11 to 17are
not fitted with a protective network, so that
any attenuator used on these Inputs must in-
c1ude a form of protection against overvolt-
age. The simplest way to aeeomplish this is
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probably to fit a pair of
anti-parallel diedes. Note,
however, that these
diodes are not required,
even undesirable (be-
cause of their leakage CUT-

rent), when measuring
sensor voltages that can
not exceed the operating
area of the multiplexer
(±5 V). Depending on the
desired measurcment
range, you must ca1culate
the values of R6 to R19
yourself. It will be cIear
that high-value resistors
are preferred to keep
ground currents in check.
Each resistor junction in
the attenuator may be de-
coupled with e capacitor
(C33- 09).

Level shifter IC9A
allows negative voltages
to be rneasured. With the
aid of the buffer/ampli-
Her ahead of it. the level
shifter enables voltages
between -2.5 V and
+2.5 V to be measured at
an accuracy of 1.22 mV.

The heart of the circuit
Is a Type AD7572A anal-
ogue-to-digital converter
frorn Analog Devices.
This JC Is supplied in four
versions. The -A suffix
version used here is the
fastest with a conversion
time of only 3 u s. It re-
quires a 4-MHz quartz
crystal, X1, and Cl wire link
in place of resistor R1. If
you feel you ean milke do
with Cl longer conversion
time, you may want to use
one of the slower, less ex-
pensive, versions of the
AD7572. These, however,
require a lower quartz
crystal frequency, say.
1.25 MHz for aversion
with a conversion time of
10 J1s. At the lower dock
frequencies, it may be
necessary to adapt the
values of capacitors es
and C6 to ensure that the
oscillator starts reliably.
When the older version of
the AD7572A, the
AD7572, is used, resistor
Rt must be fitted at its ap-
propriate position on the
PCS.'
The ADe used has an

internal reference that
supplies Cl voltage of -
5.25 V at pin 2. This volt-
age is used for the on-chip
A-D conversion circuitry
as weIl as for the pre-
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viously menrioned level
shifter. The voltage level
at pin 22 of the ADe indi-
cates whether or not the
A-to-D conversion pro-
cess is complete. This
allows the computer to
monitor the conversion
status with the aid of the
Pf'L althougf this type of
check is really only useful
when using either a slow
ADC or a very fast com-
puter. ln most cases, Cl con-
version time of 3-J.ls is too
fast in any case for the
computer to execute the
relevant start instructions.
and evaluate the results.
This is particularly so
when the control prograll1
is written in Cl higher lan-
guage.
The above discussion

may suggest that a fast
ADC is extravagant and n
superfluous luxury. Bear
in mind, however, that a
fast ADC can take more
samples of a measurand
within a short period.
allowing the softwäre to
calculate the correct value
on the basis of the sam-
pled values. This type of
software-based filtering
effectively elinunares the
adverse effects of spunous
pulses and notse on the
measurement results. and
brings true 12-bit resolu-
tion wirhin easy reach.

A different
principle
A fairly unusual principle
is adopted for the meas-
urcmcnt of frequency. In
most frequency meters,
the frequency of the input
signal is measured by
counting the number of
leading or trai.ling pulse
edges that occur within a
fixed pertod. called the
gate time. In this system,
the measurement error in-
creases considera.bly as
rhe number of counted
pulses decreases within

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram
of the multifunction meas-
urement card for PCs. The
main functions of the card
are a voltmeter and a fre-
quency/pulse meter. Both
are implemented with a
very high accuracy of 12
bits and 1 p.p.m. respec-
tively.
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FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT: A DIFFERENTAPPROACH
10 ensure the required measure-
ment accuracy.
From equation [2] it follows that
Im must be known befere n can
be computed, while at the same
time n must be known for accur-
ate measurement of fm. Although
this looks like a chicken-and-egg
problem, acceptable results may
be obtalned forthe setting ot n by
perlorming a rough approxima-
tlon of Im. In practice, Ihe prob-
lern is solved as folIows. First, Im
is estimated with Ihe aid of a pre-
liminary measurement, carried
out with a tactor, n, of nought.
This tactor results in Ihe shortest
measurement time. If Ihe result
of the preliminary measurement
is grealer Ihan 10Hz, Ihe fre-
quency is entered as frn in equa-
tion [2]. Next, the computer
calculates the optlrnurn value of
n, and sets the pragrammable
divider 10 Ihe required divisor.
Next. the real measurement tel-
tows. The result of It (t'm), multi-
plied by z" provides the
frequency of the input signal, at
the required accuracy of 6 digits.
When the preliminary measure-
ment resuns in a value of fm smal-
ler than 10Hz, the 'first go' ls
already sufficiently accurate, and
thus obviates a second measure-
ment. Q

In practice
Among the targel requirements
of the Pc measurement card was
a maximum permissible meas-
urement error of 1 p.p.rn, (or
1xl 0-4%) as a resull of the ±1-
errar. This value was not set [ust
like that - it can be shown that
it 15 the maximum permissible
errar il the measurement is 10
have 6-digit accuracy. Mathe-
matically, this requirement can
be expressed as:

1

, Tm ',- 'I p±1
Im= TgI I, Tg ,

"

'I 900124 -I - 13

[1]
ence during one period 01 the
measurand (see Fig. 2). In this
way, the measurand switches the
reference on and off. As in the
'simple' measuremenl system,
the accuracy achieved is de-
pendent on the frequency 10 be
measured - since a fixed refer-
ence frequency is used, the et.
fect of the s t.errcr rlses with the
frequency 10 be measured. This
is caused by the 'gate time' be-
coming shorter with higher input
frequencies, so that lewer peri-
ods 01 the reference source can
be counted. Remember, the el·
fect of a ±1-pulse error ls ten
times greater with 100 counted
pulses than with 1,000 counted
pulses.
The accuracy of this type of
measurement may be mcreased
by lowering the input frequency.
This Is fairly simple 10 accom-
plish by dividing the input signal
bya known tactcr. As illustrated
in Fig. 3, the real frequency may
then be computed on the basis of
the lowered Irequency and the
divisor.
Briefly recapitulating, the method
of counting reference periods
has two advantages over count
ing input signal periods:

In al1 probability , the simplest
way of measuring frequency ls
counting the number of periods
(p) of a signal within a fixed gate
time (Tg). Unfortunately, this
method has one lmportant disad-
vantage: the so-called ±1-error.
which means that the last pulse
in a measurement or converslon
is always undetermined. Owing
to this error, the accuracy of the
simple measurement drops ine-
vitably with the input frequency
(see Fig. t). Although the ettect
of the ±1-error can be reduced by
increasing the gate time. meas-
urement tlmes rapidly rise 10 ex-
cessive lengths when dealing
with low frequencies. For
example, a 6-digit (0.0001%) ac-
curate measurement of a 1 Hz
signal would require a gate time
of 277.8 hoursl Olearly, this is a
totally impractical measurement
time.
In addition to lengthening the
gate time, the accuracy mayaiso
be Improved by urst multiplying
the Irequency 10 be measured
with a known reference fre-
quency. and subsequently
measuring the product fre-
quency. The result may Ihen be
used to calculate the original
input frequency. Unfortunately,
multiplying signals whase fre-
quencies differ by a considerable
amount rs not so simple, so that
this measurement method is tar
from ideal.
A much more efficien! method to
determine the frequency of a sig-
nal is based on perrod time meas-
uremenls, where a circuit counts
pulses supplied by a stable refer-

where fm ls the frequency 10 be
measured, and fo the Irequency
supplied by the reference
source. Since the reference
operates at 10 MHz in this case.
equation 11) rules a maximum
value of fm of 10Hz. This means
that the scaled-down frequency,
f 'm, must comply with equation
11]. In other words: f'm < 10 Hz.
In terms of hardware, the input
signal is scaled down by ICiS, a
74LS292. This tc allows a divisor
z" 10 be pragrammed, where n
may take discrete values trom 2
1031. From this, it can be shown
that n must compJy with

n » (IOg1O Im I , 0) I (log" 2) [2]

3

I'
11

- the time required for the meas-
uremenl equals the period time
of the (scaled-down) input fre-
quency, and thus remains with-
in acceptable values;
- the fact thaI signal dlvision may
be applied instead of signal
multiplication allows a simpler
circuit to be used.

.;. 2n Im' = 2~n. Im

1
,

I 'm' :;;10Hz
, ,,

Tm' ,

"

'j

ts~ Stop t
fo = lOMHz p. Counter ~

t Start StoPT

10=
lOMHz

P - Counter

900124 ·1- 15

900124 -I • 14
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Address Funcllon

3xO Read ADC lower byte
3.1 Read ADC upper byte
3x2 Read ADC lower byte
3.3 Read ADC upper byte

3x4 Port A IC13 (input)
3x5 Port B IC13 (not used)
3.6 Port C IC13 (output)
3.7 Control IC13

3x8 Port A IC14 (output)
3.9 Port B ICt4 (input)
3xA Port C IC14 (output)
3xB Control IC14

JP1 = A: x=O
JP1 = B: x = 1

All addresses in hexadecimal

Table 1. Functtons of addresses assigned
to the measurement card.

the gate time. This principle is, therefore, not
practical for the measurement of very low
frequencies, siuce these would require gate
times of minutes, or even hours, to ensure
the necessary accuracy. Hence, the present
pe measurement card is based on a totally
different principle for measuring frequency.
This principle, which is explained separately
on the previcus page, does not have the
above disadvantage of low accuracy at low
frequencies.
As with the voltage meter circuit, a multi-

plexer (IC22) is fitted between the inputs and
the actual measurement circuit. One of these
eight inputs is provided with a protection
circuit, and taken to a pin on connector K2.
The remaining seven are connected to K6
only. From the output of the multiplexer, the
selected signal is fed to XOR gare TC15A.This
gate may be used to invert the signal under
the control of the I/N line. The output of the

State DIV REFF 1Y 2Y

Evant count n.a. L n.a.1m
Pulsetime L H Im '0
Frequency:
first go L H Im 10
real H H f'm 10

Im - lrequency 01 input signal
fm _ Iml2"
10 - 1o-MHz relerence lrequency
n.8. - not applicable

Table 2. Control signal programming to
seleet the various functions of the card.
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XOR gate is connected to a Z" divider, IC16, a
multiplexer.Kfa. and a NOR gate.Kae. The
multiplexer thus has three input signals: the
input signal (in true er inverted form), the
input signal divided by 2", and the IO-MHz
clock signal supplied by oscillator block
OSC!. Control signals REFF and DIV on the
A and B inputs determine which input sig-
nals appear at the multiplexer outputs, lY
and 2Y. The multiplex configuration is
shown in Table 2.

Circuits IC19A end IC19B form a two-bit
shift register that is used to detect exactly one
period during frequency measurements.
Following areset pulse, both Q outputs are
low. They are also low after two leading
edges of thedock signal. As long as only one
outpur is low (during one period of the dock
sigual), the clock signal is passed to a 32-bit
countcr.Kzt (a Type LS7060), via XOR gates
ICJ5B-ICisc and AND gate IC15D. Note that
the counter is an LSI chip, not a device from
the 74LS series. Simultaneously with the en-
abling of the32-bitcounter, thegate LED, 04,
lights to indicate that a measurement is
being performed.

The measurement is started in a relaüvely
simple mariner. First, the 32-bit counter is
cleared with the aid of the RCNT signal. The
START signal goes low, and resets the other
regtsrers. Next, START goes high, so that the
shift register enables the counter during one
period.

After one period of the input signal, the
signal EOC-F is actuated (START = high) via
bistable IC20A. Next, the counter can be read
via IC14 with the aid of signals SCAN and
LOAD.
A relatively simple arithmetic operation

allcws the period to be deduced from the re-
sults of the frequency measuremenf.In addi-
tion, the pulse on-time can be measured.
Since it possible to invert the input signal, it
ts a relatively simple matter to measure both
the 'high' time and the 'Iow' timeof the input
signal. The circuit based on bistable IC20B
and its associated gates perform this task ele-
gantly. The PC uses the F/Tsignal to select
between frequeney measurement and pulse
time measurement, while the logic level on
the 1/f'J line deterrnines whether the
measured time corresponds to the 'low' or
the 'high' part 01 the input pulse. When I/N
is legte low, IC15A will not invert the input
signal. Consequently, lC19A Js reset by the
first leading edge alter the START com-
mand. From that moment on, countcr IC21
remains enabled until IC19A is reset by the
next pulse transition, whieh is trailing. This
resetting takes plaee via IOOB.

Ouring the measurement, a NOR gate,
IC8B, propagates the measurand to the clock
input of bistable IC20B, which is thus c1.ocked
at each trailing edge of the input signal. By
virtue of JCSB, this dock signal is only effec-
tive with IC19A set, when a logic one 1S ap-
plied to the input of IC20B. Once lC20B ts set,
lC19A is reset, and the counter disabled. Be-
cause the (J output is fed back to the data
input 01 the bistable (via ICSB), the state 01
IC19A and JC21 1S frozen until the next start
pulse occurs. The appearance of the EOC-F

signal at the Q output of lDoA indicates that
the measurement is complete. Next, the pro-
gram reads the counter state. The pulse 'low'
or 'high' time is simple to cornpute since it is
the counter value divided by the reference
frequeney. The resolution of this measure-
ment is 100 ns.
As indicated above, the 'high' time of the

input signal is measured with IIN not active.
When this signal is active, lCsA inverts the
input signal. and the 'low' time is rneasured
like the 'high' time, as explained in the pre-
vious paragraphs.

For the pulse-related measurements a 10~
MHz reference frequency 1S used. This fre-
quency is supplied by a quartz crystal block,
OSC1. Jumper JP9 allows an optional, exter-
nal, oscillator to be connected.
A feature of the card that has not been

discussed so far is its ability to function as an
event counter. In this mode, the input signal
is connected to the clock input, pin 2, of the
counter, via lCIB. Thecounter will count pul-
ses as long as EC (event count) is active, i.e.,
logic low. This is arranged by the softwate.
In centrast to the situation with the other
measurement modes, the event counter
mode requires the START signal to remain
inactive. To complete the story, we must
rnention that the signal I/N determines
which pulse edge of the input signal is used
to ad vance the counter.
In the centre of the circuit diagram we

find six jumpers labelled JP2 to JP7. These
jumpers allow the interrupf signal supplied
by the card to be connected to one of the in-
terrupt lines on the pe expansion bus. As
usual with PC Insertion cards. due care must
be taken to use a free as weIl as appropnate
interrupf line. In most IBM PCs, the interrupt
Une assignment is as Fellows:

IRQ2:
IRQ3:
IRQ4:
IRQ5:
IRQ6:
IRQ7:

reserved
COM2: (seriall/O)
COMI: (seriall/O)
hard disk
floppydisk
LIT: (parallel 1/0)

The measurement card may be set to use
IRQ3 without problems if the PC is a type
with only one serial port (COMl on IRQ4).
Where IRQ3 is in use by COM2:, it is nearly
always possible to move the measurement
card to IRQ2.

The IRQ line assigned to the measure--
ment card must be set in hardware as weIl as
in software. The softwäre setting is accom-
plished by modifying one Iine in the conftgu-
ration file, ADCF.CFG. Further details on the
use of interrupt lines are provided in the
READ.ME file on the diskette.

FinaUy, jumper JP8 allows us to either
combine the interrupts from the frequeney
meter and the ADC (jumper position F), or
use them separately (jumper position E). •

Next month's secend and final instalment o[ this
article will deal with the construction ond pmcti-
cot use of the measurement cnrd, and uiith the
control software developed jor it.
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Fig. 6. Layout of the front panel foil (shown here at about 70% of true size). This toll is available ready-made through the Readers Services.

This means that the supply can not be set to
an output voltage ofO V. Portunately, the ac-
tual minirnum output volta ge is quite low at
a value smaller than 0.5 V.
The regulation circuit is powered by the

mains transformer via rectifier D3-C2. Com-
ponents R9, 04 and T4 reduce the rectified
voltage to about 33 V, which can then be
safely appLied to the input of a 12-V regula-
ror, Kz.

Construction
The construction of the power supply is
straightforward if you use the printed-cir-
cuit board shown in Fig. 4. The optocoupler

6-metre band converter
April 1991, p. 38-43
The components list and the inductor over-
view in the top left hand corner of the circuit
diagram should be corrected to read:

Li, L2 = 301KN0800.
Capaeiter C16 (4.7 pF) must not be fitted on
the board.
Finally, a few constructional tips:

Fit a 10 nF cerarnicdecouplingcapacitor
at junction L7-R36.
Fit a 18 kQ resistor between the base of
T3 and ground. This reduces the Q factor
of L2, and prevents too high stgnal levels
at the base of T3.
For irnproved tuning. inductor L9 may
be replaeed by a Toko Type
113KN2K1026HM.

Multitunction measurement
card tor PCs

January and February 1991
We understand that the 79L08 (lC17) is no
longer manufactured and, therefore, diffi-
cult to obtain. Here, the lC rnay be replaced
by a 7908, whieh, although physieally larger
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is a Imme-made device. The construction is
shown in Fig. 5. Use a length of PVC tubtng.
a (black) spool of a photographic film, or cut
a piece of thiu. black decoration cardboard to
size and roll it into a tube.

The printed-circuit board enables the
LDR and the LEDs to be connected in two
ways, allowing you to deterrnine where the
respective component terrainals exit from
the optocoupler assembly.

The heat-sinks of T4 and lC2 need not be
Iarge - in rnost cases, two pieces of alumi-
nium of an area of about 15 mm' will do.
Makc sure that the heat-sinks da not touch.
Alternatively, lC2 and T4 may be mounted
on a common heat-sink, provided both corn-

CORRECTIONS

than the 79L08, is pin-compattble, and
should fit on the peB.

Dimmer tor halogen lights
April 1991, p. 54-58
In the circuit diagram of the transmitter,
Fig. 2, pm 14 of the MV500 should be shown
connected to pin 13, not to junction R1-R2-C2.
The relevant printed-circuit board (Fig. 6) is
all rtght.

RDSdecoder
February 1991, p. 59
Line AO between the 80C32 contral board
and the LC display is not used to reset the
display, but to select between registers and
data.

We understand that the SAF7579T and
the associated 4.332 MHz quartz crystal are
difficult to obtain thraugh Philips Compo-
nents distributors. These parts are available
from C-I Electronics, P.O. Box 22089,

ponents are fitted with insulating washers.
The power supply is housed in a metal

enclosure Type LC850 from Telet. The
dimensions of the blue-and-grey seff-ad-
hesive front-panel foil for the supply (Fig. 6)
are geared to this type of enclosure ..
The two toroid transformers stated in the

components list have two 15-V secondary
windings, which must be connected in series
to obtain the required 30 V.
The power supply has only one adjnst-

ment. Connect an a.c. voltmeter to the sup-
ply and set an output volta ge of 25 V. Next,
adjust Pr until the moving-cotl meter indi-
cates the sarne value. •

6360 AB Nuth, Holland. For prices and or-
dering information see C-T's advertisement
on page 6 of the May 1991 issue.

S-VHS-to-RGBconverter
Oelober 1990, p. 35-40
Relays Ret and Re2 must be types with a coil
voltage of 5 V, not 12 V as indicated in the
components list. Constructors who have al-
ready used 12-V relays may connect the coils
in parallel rather than in series.
Suitable 5-V relays for this project are the
3573-1231.051 from Günther, and the
V23100-V4305-COOO from Siemens.
The components list should me modified to
read:
6 33nF C57-C62
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES (3)
by F.P. Zantis tl...-

Following the discussion in our previous issue on the
measurement of voltage, this month's instalment deals with the

measurement of current and power.

STRlCTLY speaking, each and every mov-
ing-coil Of rnoving-iron measuring in-

strument is a ammeter. The def1ection of the
pointer is proportional to the level of the
eurrent flowing through the instrument.
However, only a small number ofthem have
been constructed specially for the measure-
ment of current. In rnost electronic laborato-
ria and workshops, multimeters are habitu-
ally used for measuring current.
The full-scale deflection of the instruments

used in multimeters varies roughly from
50 IlA to 500 IlA. Since the levels of the
currents to be, 01' being, measured are 110C-

mally much higher than those values, the
metering range mustbe exrended. This is U$U-
ally done by shunting the meter with an ap-
propriare resistance through which the larger
part of the current flows. When a metering
range is selected in a rnultimeter, a different
shunt resistor is switched in parallel with
the meter-see Fig. 15.
Currentmeasurements by digital meters are

transformed ro voltage measurements, for
which shuntresistors arealsorequired. Thepo-
tential drop measured across the appropriate
resistor is proportional to the current through
it. Hereagain, the arnrnetering range isextended
by the use of a number of resistors.
The measurement of altemating currents

is subject to errors, tolerances end problems
that are similar to those experienced in mea-
suring alternating voltages. For instance, the
measurement is true for only one frequency.
Also, the true r.m.s. value is indieated only
for a truly sinusoidal current. However, there
are, fairly expensive, so-called true-r.m.s.
multimeters that indicate the r.m.s. value irre-
spective of the waveforrn of the measurand.

Fig. 15. The metering ranges 01current meters are
extended by placing resistors called shunts in par-
allel with the meter.

Errorsin current meosuring
Errors in current measurements occur because
of the frequently not very high accuraey of
rhe insrrumenr or through the effect the in-
strument has on the measurand. As in voll-
age measuremenrs, the internal resistance
of the instrumenr causes a measuring error.
Tomeasure a current, the circuit through which
it flows has to be opened 10 enable the rneter
to be inserted in series. That does, of course,
increase the total resistance in the circuit by
an arnounr equal to the internal resistance of
the measuring instrument. The higher the
internal resistance, the greater the rneasur-
ing error, For instance, if a circuit has a re-
sistance of 3 Q and a potential of 12 V is ap-
plied across it, a current of J = U / R = 12/3
::::4 A flows. If now a meter wirh an internal
resistance of 0.5 Q is inserted into the cir-
cuit, the current will be 12/(3+0.5) = 3.43 A.
That is a measuring error of no less than
17%! The higher the sensirivity of the mea-
suring instrwnent, the smaller its internal resis-
tanee and, consequently, the error.

Indirect current meosurement
The level of a currenr is determined more
accurarely when the voltage drop it eauses
across a resistance is rneasured. The errorthat
occurred in theexample in the previous para-
graph then beeomes negligibly smalI. The
level of the current through the resistance is
calculated with the aid of Ohm's law. This
method of indirectly rneasuring the current
is normally far preferable over the direct
method. Furrhermore, it has the advantage
that the circuit under test need not be bro-
ken into, which, especially in the case of a

1-0

Fig. 16. In diffieult cases, the direct method ot cur-
rent measurement may be used to indirectly mea-
sure vol-aqes 10reduce the measurement errar.

printed circuit, may be fairly difficult if not
impossible.
On the other hand, a direct measurement

of currenr with a simple multimeter may
solve a seemingly insoluble difficulty in
measuring a voltage. Consider, for instance,
the circuit in Fig. 16 where, to enable the
operating point to be set, the drop across the
collecter resistor must be measured. To do
this with a 20 kQN multimeter, a fairly large
measuring error would be caused by the in-
ternal resistance of the instrument. Here, it
is far berter to measure the current through
the resistor as shown, always provided that
the irrtemal resistance of the rneter is suffi-
ciently smal!. The voltage across the resis-
tor is, by Ohrn's law, the product of currenr
and resistance.
Note thar in the previous paragraph it is

not possible to measure the basecurrent, since
that is too small to be measured with the
usually available instruments.
To estimate rhe measuring error as pre-

cisely as possibJe, it is necessary to know
the inremal resistance of the arnmeter at the
selected metering range, Unfortunately, man-
ufacturers anly specify this for the vo) tage
ranges. It is, therefore useful 10 know how
to detennine it for rhe currenr ranges. This
may be done by rneasuring the current from
a constant-current source. Then, succes-
sively connect a number of resistors of dif-
ferent values in parallel with the meter in-
puts as shown in Fig. 17. When the meter
indicates half the level of current measured
before any resistance was connected in par-

Fig. 17. Multimeter with external shunt resistor.
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allel, the internal resistance of the meter is
equal to the value ofthe resistor then shunt-
ing the meter inputs.

Extending the metering range

Some multimeters have, in addition to sev-
eral fused current ranges of up to 2A, an un-
protected range of up to 10 A, or even 20 A.
In principle, however, most multimeters may
be used for measuring high currems, but this
entai1s extending their metering range(s).
The current range(s) of a multimeter may

be extended by the same method as used
above to determiue the internal resistance.
If, for instance, a resistor whose value is
equal ro the internal resistance of the instru-
ment is connected across the input termi-
nals, half of the measurand flows through it.
In other words, the indicated value rnust be
multiplied by 2 to obtain the true value of
the current. When tWQ such resistors are
connected across the input terminals, two
thirds of the measurand flows through them
and the meter reading must be multiplied by
3. With the well-known formula P = [2 R,
the power dissipated in the shunr resistor(s)
may be calculated. Unfortunately, resistors
with the required power rating are normally
available only in the 10% tolerance range,
which does not bode weil for accurate rnea-
surements. A furt her drawback is that the
required resistanee val lies are normally not
available as standard resisrors, so that se-
ries-parallel combinations must be used. An
aid to calculating the needed resistance val-
ues will be given in the form of a small basic
program later in the series

Current measurement with on
oscilloscope
For measuring large currents, the indireet
method is normally much easier (Q realize.
When the circuit under test has no current-
carrying resistor across wh ich the voltage that
determines the current ean be measured, one
must be added. For that purpose, any resis-
tor may be used whose value is small corn-
pared with that of the overall circuit. Ir is in-
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Fig. 19.Circuit of a typical series regulator in apower supply. The example in
the text is the samewhen an integratedvoltage regulator is used.
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offwhen it is beingprepared forthe lest. Only
when the measuring instrument is secured
to it should the power be swirched on. Also,
make sure that no large charging currents
(caused by uncharged electrolytic capacitors,
for instance) can overload the instrument or
blow its fuses.
When rhe approximate value of the mea-

surand is not kuown beforehand, the high-
est metering range of the instrument used
should be selected. The most appropriate range
may then be seJeeted onee the measurement
is underway.

Measurement of power

Special power meters with separate current
and voltage eircuits are hardly ever neces-
sary. In most cases, it is perfectly all right to
measure eurrent and voltage separately in
the eireuit under test and then calculate the
power dissipated.
A typieal example is the dissipation in a

series regulator-see Fig. 19. In this circuit,
a regulated voltage of 6 V is obtained from
the unregulated potential across Cl' The dis-
sipation in T2, which is the product of volt-
age Uce across T2 and output currentl a, is con-
verted into heat.
Of interest is the operating point at which

the dissipation in the transistor is amaximum.
That point depends ro sorne extenton thevolt-
age across C!. The relation between power

120

serted into the loop whose current is to be
measured and the voltage across it mea-
sured. The current is then easily ea1culated
with the aid of Ohru's law. For certain val-
ues of resistance, the calculation is very sim-
ple. If, for instanee, a I-Q resistor is used,
the value of the measured voltage in volts is
equal to the current in amperes. Also, if a
O.I-Q resistor is used, the indicated value in
volts must be multiplied by 10to give the cur-
rent in amperes. With this method ir is pos-
sible 10 use almost any osei lloscope as an am-
meter; even current peaks can be detected-
see Fig. 18.
Even in indirect measuring of current,

the tolerance ofthe shunt increases the rnea-
suring error.
lf the current must be measured wirhout

opening the circuit under test, acurrent probe
needs 10 be used. This is placed around the
wire or cable through whieh the measurand
flows. hs output is supplied to an ammeter
oroscilloscope. Such probes aresuitableonly
formeasuring medium to high currents. Probes
that operate on the transfonner principle are
suitable only for measuring alternating cur-
rents, whereas those that use a Hall genera-
tormay be used ford.e. and a.c. measurement.

Some tips
Except when currenr is measured with a
probe, thecircuir under test should be switched
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Fig. 18.An oscilloscope may be used for indirect
measuringof current. Fig.20.Curveshowing power dissipation vs output current in a typical series regulator.
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dissipation, P v, and output current, !a. is
shown in Fig. 20. Maximum dissipation is
reached when the output current is slightly
larger than half the permissible value of
330 mA. This leads 10 the conclusion that
Uc1 is load-dependent. When the current
rises, Ucl drops which, since the output volt-
age is consrant, causes the potential across
T2 to drop also. This results in a reduction
in the power dissipation in the transistor.
The determination of the power in this

example is straighrforward since only a di-
reet voltage and a direct current are involved.
The process would have been just as pain-
less if low-frequency sinusoidal quantities
had been involved. Ir is, für instance, possi-
ble to ca1culate the inpur power of the trans-
former in Fig. L9once the voltage and cur-
rent are known. A word of caution here,
though: since rhe alternating measurands
are operaring with a reactance, that is, the
transformer winding, the calculation will
result in rhe apparent power. This is not of
such practical use as the active (or true) power.
To determine that, the power faetor cos4'
must be known. The true power, P, is then
ca1culated from

p = U x I x cos"'.

The power factor may be detennined with
the aid of a dual-trace oscilloscope as shown
in Fig. 21. One trace shows the voltage and
the other the current. Not the magnitude of
the two measurands is important, but the
phase difference berween them: this is the dis-
tance between the zero crossing of the volt-
age and that of the current. Unfortunately,
the curreur in Fig. 21 is rneasured inverred;
this cannot be avoided, however, and must
be allowed Far in the calculation. A number
ofscopes havean invert mode facility, whieh
enables inversion of the trace on the screen.

..... - -0 0 '0

00 0 'iö,}
• , 0 , e

Y1 .... Y2

Y1 = currenl measurlng
Y2 = vollage measuring.=common earlh

900113·11I·16

Fig. 21. Phase shift may be measured with the aid
01a dual-trace oscilloscope. One signal will be in-
verted since there is only one common earth.

Fig. 22.Measurement 01phase shift between vollage and current pertaining to a soldering iran operated
from the mains via an isolating transformer.

Such a screen is shown in Fig. 22: the
two traces pertarn to the voltage and current
of a soldering iron operated From the mains
via an isolating transformer. The value of
the shunt is I Q; the error caused by it rnay
be ignored. The phase shift between the two
traces is 2 scale divisions. Since aperiod of
3600 extends over 20 divisions, the phase
shift, 4', amounts to

'" = (360/ 20) x 2 = 36°,

and the power factor is

U,!V) .r.t 60

20

o
d 12 I_t1,!t2:~
I : I_t
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Fig. 23. A dual-trace oscilloscope mayaiso be
used to determine the power when voltage and
current are not sinuoidal.

cos'" = cos 36° = 0.809.

Such measurements on rhe mains must
be rnade wirb the aid of an isolating rrans-
Former, since otherwise a short-circuit rnay
be caused by the earth of the oscilloscope.
The relation berween the input power and

outpur powerof a transformer is the efficiency,
e. To get a correct analysis of the behaviour
of a mains-operated power suppl y, some ad-
ditional ca1culations are necessary, These
types of rneasurement become easier ro han-
dle when the subsequent computation is car-
ried out by a computer and relevant soft-
ware, A suitable table may be designed with
theaid of a table calcularion program. Constanrs
and formulas may be taken from mernory,
so that only the actual measurements need
to be cntered. The results, that is, input power,
output power, power dissipation, efticiency,
and so on, then becorne available in tabular
form, From whieh relevant curves 01' bar di-
agrams may be produced alsrnost immedi-
ately the measurements have been iaken. A
printer may be be found useful tö put all the
information to paper.
Power measurements become a lirtle more

difficult when switching regulators or phase
gating circuits are involved. The waveforrn
is then not sinuoidal, so that most multime-
ters do not give a correct result: a rrue RMS
meter is then required. The two waveforms
rnay also be displayed on the sereen of a
dual-trace oscilloscope for analysis. Für a
worthwhile result, ir is best to redraw the
curves on suitable graph paper, as for instance
in Pig. 23, to arrive at apower curve. The
average value deduced frorn that curve is
the required power. •
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A SIMPLY ELEGANT L-C-R BRIDGE
The balanced bridge described in this article measures capacitance
from 1 pF to 10 IlF, resistance from 1 n to 10 Mn,and inductance
from 1 IlH to 100 IlH. Ideal for checking the values of non-marked or
otherwise non-identifiable components, the instrument costs next to

nothing, and can be built from parts from the junk-box.

,/

E. /cken. MBE,MSc, BSc, CEng, FIEE (G3BIK)

THE first design of the instrument pro-
posed here was a beste capecitance-

measuring bridge wh ich consisted of
nothing more than two capacnors, a lO-kQ
carbon linear potentiometer, a crystal ear-
piece, and a total of four solder joints, ns
shown in Ftg. 1.

1

p

lin

900137 - 11

An alternating voltage at audio fre-
quency was required to feed the bridge, and
a quick gIance areund the author's radio
shack showed a number of possible sources,
e.g., an oscilloscope wh ich offered a 1-kHz
square-wave stgnal at 1 V pp on its front panel
for self-calibration, an RF signal generator
which offered a 1-kHz sine-wave at Cl few
volts rms, ahorne-made AF oscillator with a
2-V outpur. and, jf the worst came to the
warst, the audio output front the transistor
broadcast radio tuned to the pop-music
channel!

All were tried and found to provide a
fully audible signal in the crystal earpiece,
and rotation of the balance potentiometer
spindie yielded a clearly discernible and
sharp null, more than adequate to afford re-
peatable accuracy of measurement.
The capacitors were replaced with resis-

tors, with equally prornising results for the
measurement of resistance.

But what of inductance in the RF range?
A few turns of enamelled copper wire were
wound on to an available 7-mm former with
an iron-dust slug core. A lOO-pF capacitor
was soldered across the eoil. Its resonant fre-
queney was adjusted to about 15 MHz with
the aid of a gate dip oscillator. Next, the in-
ductanee of the coil was caJculated to be ap-
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proxirnately 1 uH. That would be the 'un-
known' inductor of low value.

Another eoil was wound with about teu
firnes as many turns to produee a higher
value of inductance. The actual value was
not important. as will be explained Iater.

With the two induetors connected into
the bridge in place of the two capacitors.
again it was possfble to obtain a sharp audio-
null to indicate balance.

Turning the eore in the l-~lH coil to pro-
duce a different value of 'unknown' induet-
ance required the potentiometer to be
re-adjusted to restcre balance. This dernon-
strated the viability of the simple bridge as a
measuring device suitable for all three types
of passive cornponent, i.e., for inductance
(U, capacitance Ce) and resistance (R).

Balanced bridge tor L-C-R
measuremenl
Consider first the simple resistive potential
divider shown in Fig. 2a. The potential dif-
ferenee, or voltage drop, across Ra is

where Us is the supply vottage. Now con-
sider the other resistive potential divider in
Fig. Zb, which incorporates unspecified but
different values of resistcr front those in
Fig. 2a. The potential difference, or voltage
drop. across Re is

Connecting the two potential divider net-
works in parallel to form a basic resistive
bridge, and feeding them both from the com-
mon voltage supply, as shown in Fig. Zc,
does not alter the two equations given for the
potential differences across Ra and Re.
If however, the voltage drop across R. is

different from that across Re, then a voltage
detector connected between [unction Ra-Rb
and junction RCRd will indicate the dif-
ference between the two voltage-drop

2a 2b

900137·12a 900137·12b

2c

p.d.

900137 - 12c

values. But, if the voltage drop across Ra is
equal to that across Re, the potential dif-
ference will be nought, and the voltage indi-
cator will read zero or a voltage 'null'. The
electrical brtdge fonned by the two potential
divider networks K,-Rb and Rc-Rd is then
said to be balanced, and that will also be so
irrespective of whether d.c. or a.c. is used for
the voltage supply. The mathematical equa-
tion for such a null condition is given by

which simplifies to

lf the value of Rb is known and fixed, and if
the ratio Re/ Rd is known, it is posslble under
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this null condition (i.e., when the bndge is at
balance) to determine the actual value of an
unknown resistor Ra from

For exarnple. if R: is made equal to Rd, their
ratio is 1.0, and the null condition becomes
R<l=Rb,irrespective of the actual values of Re
and Rd. Only their ratio is of importance.

Further. if the ratio Re/ R,j is rnade ad-
justable and calibrated, and if the value of
the known resistor Rb is made to be switch-
selectable, the unknown resistor, R11 can be
quantified over a wide range of va lues.

Seale design: the basies
For convenlence. Re and Rd ean be replaced
by a linear-Iaw rotary potentiometer of any
convenient resistive value, to be provided
with a circular scale and apointer knob. The
scale is then calibrated to read the ratio of re~
sistive values measured between rhe centre
tag and the two outer tags of the poten-
tiometer. for different angles of spindle-rota-
tion.

At mid-travel. for example, the resistance
measu rements between the centre tag and
the two outer tags would be equal in an idea I
linear-Iaw potentiometer. At three-quarters
traverse, the resistance of one section would
be some three times that of the other section.
giving a ratio of 3:1 and vice-versa.

In other words, as the spindle is rotated
away front mid-position in one direction, the
ratio will increase from 1.0 upwards towards
in.finity, and in the other direction it will de-
crease from ].0 towards zero.

AIthough the rotational movement of a
standard linear-Iaw carbon potentiometer is
restricted to about 300 degrees of travel, for-
tuitously and very conveniently the ratios
x10 and xO.1 fall at approximately 90 de-
grees on either side of mid-travel. So, if mid-
travel is positioned at the topof theseale, i.e.,
at 360 degrees, then the dial can be marked
xO.1, x1.0, and x10 at 270, 360 and 90 degrees
respecttvely. and xO.01 and x]OO at 240 and
120 degrees respectively; to a first approxi-
mation.

The value of a resistor is thus readily
determined by rotating the potentiometer
until a null is detected. The ratio indicated on
the scale is subsequently multiplied by the
value of the known resistor, Rb. Mathemati-
cally,

Ra::: Rb X [ ratio Re! RJ at rrull ]

By assigning aselection of different values
for the knoum resistor Rb~ the range of meas-
urement for the uIlkllOWIl resistor, R." can be
converuently modified. Ta simpli.fy meas-
urement even further, it is preferable to use
whole nurnber values for the k/loWIl resistors,
e.g., 100 Q, 10 kQ, 100 kQ, etc. These known
resistors, which for convenience can be
range-selectable, are then renamed rallge re-

sistors. and the switch escutcheon is marked
with their va lues. An example: if Cl null oc-
curs at. say, xO.OS on the 1,000 Q range, the
unknown resistor has a value of (1,000 x
0.05) ~ 50 Q

Induetanee measurement
The above principle of measurement can
also be applied to inductance, with resistors
Ra and Rb replaced by inductors L., and Lb. To
be effective, the bridge HII/st be fed with an
a.c. voltage at a frequency, I, high enough to
produce inductive reactances X" and Xe re-
specnvely. sufficient to provide potential
differences suitable for null detection.

The simplified potential difference equa-
tions at null condition are:

where X for inductive reactance is

X~2rrfL

So, this equation sirnplifies ro:

which conveniently uses the same ratio
multiplier R.:! Rs es for resistance measure-
ment, hence the same ratio scale can serve for
both resistance and inductance.

Capaeitanee measurement
For the measurement of capacitance with in-
ductors La and Lb replaced by capacitors C,
and Cb, again the voltage supply must be a.c.
to provide, in this case, capacitive reactances
x, and x,

The simplified equation for potential dif-
ference in the null condition is

where X for capacitive reactance is

1
X~2rrfC

wh ich simplifies to

Note that in this expression the ratio multi-
plier, Rdl Re, is inverted with respect to the
one used for the resistance and inductance
measurements.ln practice, this means that a
mirror-imageof the ratioscale is required for
the measuremcnt of capacitance. So, the
scale

o.m 0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0

3a

900137 -13a

3b

900137·13b

3e

900137·13c

3d

900137·13d

becomes

100.0 10.0 1.0 0.1 0.01, etc.

Agam. aselection of range capacitor va lues
for Cb will provide the desired range of
measurement, and for user convenience,
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Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of the L-C-R meter.

they should be rou nd numbers, e.g., 100 pF,
0.1 ~F,etc.

Circuit design concept
The circuit diagram of the L-C-R bridge is
given in Fig. 4. A reetangular wave of about
9 Vpp is provided by a 555, [Cl, configured as
an astable multivibrator, with arepetition
frequency of ebout 2 kHz.
The 2-kHz outpur from the astable is buf-

fered by an emitter folIower transistor, Tl, to
minimize loading of the 555 outpur circuit by
the bridge when this is switched to the lower
resistance / reactance ranges.

A crystal earpiece is used for the null de-
tector. Its high impedance offers a better
audible signal than would an electromag-
netic version to help with the deterrnination
of the null, particularly when measuring in-
ductance.
Accuracy of measurement depends

mainly on the accuracy of the component
values switched into the circuit by the L-C-R
range switch, 51, and on the quality of the Ii-
near-law potenüometer, PI, used for the bal-
ance contro!.
The prototype of the L-C-R brtdge was

built with a standard off-the-shelf linear
carbon potentiometer for the balance control
(a 1,000-Q version should serve equally
well), low-tolerance, high-stability resistors
and capacitors,and a commercially available
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555 ~
6

C3

100n

moulded RF inductor of 10% tolerance.
It was considered that a single 10-I1H

range inductance would provide a wide
enough range of inductance measurement
for normal RF purposes, but provision has
been made for extending the measuring
range for each type of component. This can
be provided permanently by wiring an addi-
tional Lb, Cb, or Rb on to the range switch, or
temporarily by connecting an appropriate
component across the MATCH terminals with
the RANGE switch in the 'match' position.
The MATCH terrninals serve also to allow

value matching of a pair of external compo-
nents. When the two are exactly equal in
value, the null falls exactly at the '1.0' posi-
tion on the ratio scale. and when not
matched, the scale indicates the relative
value of the component connected to the
MEASURE temunals compared to that at the
MATCH terminals.

Although no d.c. polarizing voltage has
been included for electrolytic or tantalum ca-
pacitors, the bridge can be used for the meas-
uremcnt of such capacitors, without
problems.

Current drain from the 9-V PP3 battery is
only about 7 mA.

Construction
Because electrical shielding is not required,
the components are housed in a low-cost

A SIMPLY ELEGANT L-C-R BRIDGE I
COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
2 10001% metaJ film 1 tor range switch,

1 for calibration
1 tor range switch,
1 tor calibration

2 10kQ 1%, metal film 1 for range switch,
1 tor calibration

2 100kQ 1%. meta1 film t for range switch,
1 for calibration

2 22kl2 Rl ;R2
1 2kl2? R3
1 lkl2 R4
1 100n R5
1 100 linear potentiometer

2 lkQ 1% metal film

Pl

Capacitors:
2 t OOpF 1% sllvered

mica
2 1nF t % silvered

mica
2 lOnF 1% polystyrene

1 tor range switch,
1 for catibration
t tor range switch,
1 for calibration
1 tor range switch,
1 for calibration
1 tor range switch,
1 for calibration
Cl;C2
C3

2 tOOnF 5% polyester

2 1ünF ceramic
1 1üünF ceramic

Inductors:
1 10IlH encapsulated polypropylene
1 10j.l.Halr-co red, seit-wound (see text)

Semiconductors:
1 555 ICl
1 SC10? Tl

Miscellaneous:
1 enctosure, ABS plastic,

12Ox65x40 mm, with lid
t-pole, 12-way rotary midget wafer
switch, plastic spindleJbush
miniature on/off switch
a.s-mrn panel mounting jack socket
crystal ear-pece
OlL socket 8-way
35-mm square section of G.t-inch
hole-spacing copper-strip board

2 4-mm terminal post, red
2 4-mm terminal post, black
1 PP3 battery with twin press stud

and holder

plastic ccntainer with removaöle flat cover.
Externally accessible components, i.e., bal-
ance potentiometer, range switch, MATCH

and MEASURE terminals, ear-piece socket and
battery switch, are mounted on to the remov-
able panel.

One lead of each of the 'range' compo-
nents is soldered directly to the appropriate
lag-terminal of the RANGE switch, and the
other lead of each component is soldered to
a self-supporting ring of tinned copper wire.
The RANGE switch is a single-pole 12-po-

sition rotary midget wafer type, with a plas-
nc spindie and fixing bush, to rrunimize
stray capacitance which might adversely af-
feet the measurement at the lower picofarad
range. A flat on the spindleallows a push-on
knob to be used, of the type which has a mo-
veable cover-cap to allow alignment of the
pointer.



TEST AND MEASUREMENT

The drawing in Fig. 6 shows a suitable es-
cutcheon for the L-C-R SELECT/RANGE switch.

The linear-Iaw carbon potentiometer
used for the balance contral also has a plastic
spindle and fixing bush, but preferably with-
out a flat on the spindie, to allow a grub-
screw type of pointer knob to be aligned to
the '1.0' mark on the ratio-scale.
The 555 integrated circuit, transistor Tl,

and theeight associated passive components
are assembled on to a 35-mm square piece of
O.l-inch hole-spacing copper strip board. It is
reasonable to use an 8-way OlL socket for the
555. The actual lay-out of the few compo-
nents on the board is uncritical, hence does
not warrant a guidance sketch. The finished
2-kHz oscillator board is small enough to be
self-suspended by its connecting wires, but
its PP3 battery may need an elementary fix-
ing bracket or zip-strap.

Four 4-mm terminal posts for the
MEASURE and MATCH pairs of terminals allow
the components to be either loosely plugged
in, or more securely screw-fastened to suit
the circumstance.
The size of the enclosure ts not critical, in-

deed the prototype used a plastic box of
about the same generat shape and size as a
standerd wall-socket box of 75x75x45 nU11,
but a box with a panel of say, 65x120 rum
would accommodare a circular scale of read-
able dimension plus the range switch escut-
cheon, with room to spare for the terminals,
battery switch, and eer-piece socket.

Calibration
The ratio scale needs to be calibrated for op-
tinrum results, because the linear-resistance
characteristic of the chosen balance pofen-
tiometer may not necessarily be the same as
that used in the author's prototype. The
semple scale shown in Fig. 5 may be used for
guidance.

Although the standard potentiometer has
a rotational travel of about 300 degrees. it is
recornrneuded that the usable ratio scale be
eonfined to ±90 degrees about centre (ratios:
xO.1, x1.0, x10), or at most ±120 degrees (ra-
tios xO.01, x1.0, x100).
The easiest way to calibrate the scale is to

remove the pointer knob and temporartly
affix a circular paper-scale eentrally over the
fixing bush, with the '1.0' mark uppermost at
360 degrees.

The cireular scale should have two circu-
Iar bands, one marked 'R/L' for resistance
and inductance, and the other marked 'C' for
capacitance.

Plug in the ear-piece, select the 100 n
range, and switch on the oscillator. The parts
list recommends the availability of four du-
plirate low-tolerancehigh-stability reststors.
These will be used as the external standards
for calibration/ test of the scale.

Connect the 100 n resistor to the MEASURE
terminals, and carefully rotate the balance
pot spindie until a null is obtained in theear-
piece. Loosen the grub-serew in the pointer-
knob, and earefully position the knob on to
the spindle with its pointer exactly at '1.0'
(360 degrees) position of the scale. taking

5

o:...

c
900137-15

Fig. 5. Scale design for the balance control.

care not to move the spindie. Tighten the
grub-screw. and rota te the knob to either
sideof '1.0' to eheck that the null is still coin-
cident with the '1.0' mark.

Select the ],000 n range and, with the
100 Q resister still connected, adjust the
pointer for null in the ear-piece. This should
oceur at about 270 degrees. Mark the R/L
scale 'xO.l' at that position (i.e., 1,000 n x 0.1
= 100 11).

Switch to the 10 kn range, when the null
should appear at about 240 degrees, and
mark the R/L scale 'xO.01' at that position

(i.e., 10 kQ x 0.01 = 100 Q).
Replace the 100 Q resistor by thel,OOO Q

resistor and, with the RANGEswitch set to
1,000 Q, check that the null is at '1.0' (360 de-
grees).

Switch to the 100 n tauge, still with the
1,000 n resistor, when the null should oceur
at about 90 degrees. Mark the R/L scale 'xlQ'
at that position (i.e.. 100 Q x 10 = 1,000 Q).

Replece the 1,000 Q resistor by the 100 kQ
resistor, set the range switch to 1,000 n, and
the null should occur at about 120 degrees,
and mark the R/L scale 'xtüö' at that post-

900137 16

Fig. 6. Range switch escutcheon.
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Fig. 7. Suggested front panel layout 01 the L-C-R bridge.

non (i.e., 1,000 n x 100 ~ 100 km.
lt will !lQW be obvious that the ratios xO.l

to xl.0 and xl.0 to xl0 each span about90de-
grees of travel, whereas the rattos xO.01 to
xO.l, and xl0 to xl00, each span only about
30 degrees of travel. This means that calibra-
tion points beyond less than xO.l, and
greater than xlO, becorne increasingly
cramped - but still very repeatable and ac-
ceptably accurate provided that care is taken
with the calibration of the intermediate
points in each seetor.
Nulls are still very detectable even fur-

ther towards the eud-stops of travel, but the
cramping is even more pronounced. That is
where the advantage of CI large diameter
scale becomes apparent. The majority of in
vivo measurements will however fall within
the ±90 degree bands, where the scale ts UI1-
cramped and clearly readable,

To calibrate the intermediate scale-
points, it is advisable to restriet them to the
120 degree sectors on either side of '1.0', and
to use whole numbers for the external cali-
bration resistors rather than the decimal
va lues of the 'preferred' series. The easiest
way to do this is to use a 1,000 Q standard li-
near-Iaw potentiometer with a wire con-
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nected to its centre tag. and another to Olle of
its outer tags, and to set it to a selection of
va lues by means of an ohm-meter, i.e., 200,
300,400 ... 900 Q, etc. These values are then
used to establish the intermediate scale
points. i.e., xO.02, xO.03, xO.04 ... xO.09 using
the 10 kQ range: xO.2, xO.3, xO.4 . xO.9 on
the 1,000 Q range; and x2, x3, x4 ... x9 using
the 100 n range.
Similarly with values between 20 kQ and

90 kQ on a 100 H2 potentiometer, to give
scale points of x20, x30, x40 ... x90 using the
1,000 Q range.

The resistance calibration scale applies
equaUy to the measurernent of inductance,
but a mirror-image scale is required for capa-
citance measurement. The same calibration
positions pertain, but the C seale must be
marked with the inverse values from the
R/L scale points, rounded up for practical
purposes, i.e., as shown in the table. Calibra-
tiOI1is !lOW cornplete. and the bridge is ready
for use.

Does it work?
Yes. Results when measuring reststance can
be accepted with confidence, as can meas-

A SIMPLY ELEGANT L-C-R BRIDGE

C marking
10
5.0
3.3
2.5
2.0
1.7
1.4
1.3
1.1
1.0
100
50
0.05
0.013

RIL marking
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
0.01
0.02
20
80

urcmcnts of capedtence. provideo that the
capacitors being measured are of good elec-
trical quality. However, regarding the meas-
urement of inductance, it must be borne in
nund that the balance equations have been
simplified byassuming zero resistance in the
small values of inductance to be measured.

In practtce, this will not be the case, de-
pending on the construction oE the parficular
RF coil, For example, the moulded 10 uH in-
ductor used in the prototype has a senes re-
sistance of about 0.3 Q owing to the very thin
wire used for the ccil, and whilst this does
not unduly detract from the calibration accu-
racy when measuring inductors wau nd with
similarly thin wire gauges, it does create in-
accuracies when trying to measure the
values of coils with heevler gauge wires, e.g.,
14 to 24 SWG (14 to 25 AWG).
The solution to the rneasurement of in-

ductance of heavier gauge coils is neverthe-
less quite simple, by using the MATCH
termirrals with an alternative 'standard'
10)JH inductor connected across them, but
wau nd from thickish wire. A suitable alter-
native 10 IlH air-cored coil can be con-
structed easily by c1ose-winding 24 turns of
20 SWG (J.O 111m dia., or 21 AWG) ena-
rnelled copper wire with Cl winding-span of
about 24 111m on to a PVC former of 25 nun
outside diameter; or 32-turns of 20 SWG
wire by 32 mm span on to a 20 111moutside
o.d. PVC former: or 69 turns by 69 111m span
of 20 SWG wire on to a 12.5 111m former. In
each ca se, allow lamm end-tails.

Measurement oE thicker-wire unknown
inductance 1l0W follows normal procedure.
but with the switch set at its 'match' position
instead of the 'L' postnon. and with the
10 ~H thick-wire standard inductor con-
nected to the MATCH terminals.
Ta get the feel of the brtdge. try measur-

ing a selection of L, C and R components, and
the effect of tolerance on nominal values.
Then try matching component values by
connecting pairs of nominally equal va lues
to the MATCH and MEASUREterminals until
null is obtained at '1.0' on the scale. Try also
extending/modifying the range of measure-
ment by connecting a known value compo-
ncnt to the external MATCH terminals. And
for interest only, try rneasuring the relative
effect of an iron-dust slug versus a brass slug
in a Iow-value RF inductance. •



PC-CONTROLLED VIDEOTEXT
DECODER PC-VT7000

PART 2: 12C INTERFACE AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE UNIT

This second and concluding part of the article deals with the
operation of the 12CPC insertion card that forms the link between
the computer and the main decoder. As usual, we close off the

article with full constructional details of the project.

THE term rc refers to a contral and data
bus system developed by Philips Com-

ponents for use on les in consumer electro-
nies equiprnent (Ref. 2). The rc system is
used here to control the SDA5243 ECCT on
the main decoder board (see Part 1 of this ar-
ticle). A special pe insertion card has been
developed to ensure the fastest possible tWQ-

way communication between the ECCT and
the PC, with the aid 01 the rc bus.
The block diagram of the rc bus control-

ler eard is shown in Fig. 6. At the side of the
pe extension slot, an address comparator
compares the 1/0 addresses supplied by the
pe with a user-defined address. If the ad-
dresses match, the comparator supplies an
appropriate enable signal to a 'controllogic'
block, which, in turn, switches on two data-
bus buffers and an 8-bit D-latch. When the
card is written to with an appropriate 1/0
address, data on the pe databus is copied to
an 8-bit D-Iatch. The open-collector drivers

,-- SCL ~ .---
data bus tri -etate

b" bus driver so,
ortver

~~ ~t B-Bit- 0
control bus .2 0;

.I.,c Ü u
0• 1 controllogic D-Latch • .. 0, 0 ~ •

~
0m 0 • -e, , 0 0 xue, Ö ~ •

i " -!" 15
address bus 0 •1/0 0 B u

10<-- 0 -saddress address .0
comparator f\r- setting

'-- supply votta e L- '---9

909517-11-12

Fig. 6. Block diagram 01 the 12C card. This forms an interface between the PC and the main
decoder, which is aseparate unit in this project.
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Fig. 7. Circuit diagram of the 12Ccard. Basically an 1/0 mapped pe interface, the circuit provides the bidirectional SCL and SOA lines.

at the outputs of the Ddatch provide the
transmit function of the insertion card for
two rc lines, SCL (serial clock) and SDA
(serial data). Since these lines are bidirec-
tional, provision is also made to convey in-
formation from the videotext decoder to the
12C card. Aß-stäte busdriver isenabled when
the PC reads from the card address. The SCL
and SOA Information captured by the s-state
busdriver is fed tc the PC via the databus
buffer.

Circuit description of the
12Ccord

Ftgure 7 shows the detailed circuit diagram
of the PC~compatible rc interface card. The
bidirectional databus buffer is formed by
ICI, a 74LS245. The data direchon is
switched under the control of PC bus line
lORD (pin 814), which is also connected to
IC2A. The second PC control line, IOWR
(pin 13) is connected to another gate, IC2B.
The two OR gates IC2A and IC2B form the
'control logic' block shown in Fig. 6. Their
function is enabled by the address compara-
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tor when the card is addressed by the PC
The address of the card in the PC's 1/0

map is defined by wire jumpers BRo to BR9.
A '0' is set for a particular nddress bit by fit-
ting the associated wire. The address com-
parator.K's-Ksx. is not enabled until PC bus
line AEN is legte high, whileat the same time
either lORD or IOWR ts Iogic low. Jf this con-
dition is satisfied, and if the card is ad-
dressed by the PC, the output of ICs, pin 19,
ehanges from high to low, thus enabling the
rest of the circuit via IC2A-IC2B.

The logie level on the lORD and IOWR
lines determines wh ether the PC wrttes to 8-
bit D-Iatch le3 (a 74LS374), or reads front 3-
state bus driver IC4 (a 74LS244).

Outputs 1Q and 2Q of latch JC3 ere con-
nected to the inputs of XOR gates Kec and
rC6D. These LS-ITL gates have open-collec-
tor outputs, and function as drivers for the
J2C lines, SCL and SDA. They have no logic
function, and are equivalent to the two tran-
sistors shown in Fig. 6. SCL and SDA infor-
matten received from the videotext decoder
reaches the l2C eard via inputs Aland A4 of
3-state bus driver IC4.

The signals on outputs5Q to8Q of Kaare

fed back to the Inputs of the TCvia buffer let.
This aJIows the card to be detected by the
control software, and an error message to be
genera ted when it is not fitted or not found
at the requested address.

Outputs 3Q and 4Q of 10, and inputs A2
and A3 of lC-l, are taken to a 25-way O-con-
nector, ßUI, for future extensions. The 25-
way connector also serves to connect the
approximately z-m-long cable to the video-
text decoder. Apart from data and COI11-

mands, this cable also carrtes the +12 V,
-12 V,-5 Vand +5 V supply voltages, and a
common ground line, from the PC to the
decoder board.

Construction
ßriefly recapitulating. the PC-VT7000 con-
sists of two units: the main decodcr. which is
housed in a black. 7000-series ABSenc1osure,
and the 12Ccard, which is inserted into a free
extension slot in your PC These two units
are linked by a cable.

Decoder board
The construetion is best started by fitting all



RADIO AND TELEVISION

35 wire links on the main decoder board
(Fig. 8). Next, fit the low-profilecomponents,
followed by the higher parts. Note that the
two slide switches at rhe rear edge of the
Pt'B. between the two SCART scckets, must
be fitted horizontally. Insert and sold er six
sold er pins into the respective holes on the
Pt'B. and use these to secure the terminals of
the slide switches. The front sides of the swit-
ches must align with the pes edge, i.e., the
plastic part to operate the switch must pro-
trude front the rear panel of the enclosure.
The two SCART sockets are mounted by

gently pushing their plastic side locks into
the holes provided in the PCß. Next, the
21 pins of each socket are soldered at the
track side. For additional support, the
SCART sockets are screwed to the rear panel
of the enclosure.
The PC insertion card 1S connected to the

decoder by a z-m-long 25-way flatcable. At
the side of the decoder, this cable 1S con-
nected to a 26-way header, STLl (of which
one pin is not used). The short pins of this
header are inserted into the PCB holes and
subsequently soldered. The cable between
the decoder and the rc card has a 26-way
IDC socket at one end, and a 25-way male
sub-D plug at the other end. The26-way IDC
connector is plugged on to header STLl on
the decoder board.
Pin header STL2 Is inserted and soldered

Iike STLl. STL2 provtdes a number of im-
portant stgnals in the system, and is in-
tended for measurements and extensions.
Similarly, the eight solder pins near SCART
socket BU2 are intended for (optioual) use of
the stereo sound inputs and outputs.
As will be recalled from the circuit de-

scrtpttons. the PC-VT7000 is powered from
the computer. All the necessary supply volt-
ages are carried via the rc card and the cable
between this and the decoder.

I2C bus controller card
The lay-out of this double-sided, tbrougb-
plated board 15 shown in Fig. 9. The board
has pre-tinued contacts for insertion into a
PC extension slot.
First, fit the ten wire links, AO through

A9. Leave a little room between these wires
and the rCB surface, so that they can be cut
later to set the card address. Next, fit the re-
sistors, the capaeitors (four electrolytic, and
six ceramte types). and then the six lCs.
Align the angled terminals of the 25-way

female sub-D connector with the relevant
holes in the peB, and sold er them carefully
at the track side, taking care to avoid short-
ing adjacent pins by applying too much
solder tin. Next, fit the support bracket sup-
plied with the kit. Place it over the D-connec-
tor, and secure it with two M3 screws and
nuts. In the PC, remove the rear panel
bracket at the Iocation of the siot that you in-
tend to use for the 12Ccard.
Before fitring the card into the pe, set its

address by opening wire jumpers BRG-BR9
as required. Details on the hardware address
selection are provided by the READ.ME file
on the diskette suppLied with the kit. Ready-
assembled and aligned rc boards supplied

o

o

.JL Er/\ aO:5eOJ

Fig. 8a. Track layout of the single-sided decoder board.
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Fig. Sb. Component mounting plan of the decoder board.
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COMPONENTS LIST

Miscellaneous:
1 6 MHz quartz crystal
1 13.875 MHz quartz crystal
1 10jJHinductor
2 SPOT slide switch
2 PCS·mount SCART socket
2 26-way pin headers
14 solder pin, 1.3 mm dia.
1 prlnted-clrcult board
1 enclosure type 7000
70 cm silver-plated wire
1 Flatcable, length 2 m, 25-way, ready-as-
sembled with D-connector and IOC connec-
tor

DECODER BOARD

Resistars:
6 75n
2 100n
6 220n
1 270n
2 330n
1 470n
3 820n
3 lkn
1 lkn2
4 lkn5
2 2kn2
1 3kn3
1 4kn7
2 10kn
1 12kn
1 68kn
2 100kn
1 100n preset V
1 1DOn preset V

Capacitors:
2 15pF
1 18pF
1 47pF
1 100pF
1 220pF
1 270pF
1 470pF
1 lnF
1 10nF
1 22nF
2 47nF
1 68nF
6 1DOnF cerarme
1 220nF
1 I~F 16V
1 2~F216V
5 10~F 25V
1 22~F16V
3 100,IF 16V
1 40pF trimmer

Semiconductors:
1 SDA5231
1 SDA5243
1 6264 RAM
1 CD4052
1 CD4053
6 BC548
4 lN4148

ICI
IC2
IC3
IC5
IC4
Tl-T6
01-04

Rl-R6
R41;R42
R7-RIO;R34;R37
R26
R25;R32
R30
RI2;RI4;RI6
R24;R28;R29
R21
Rl1 ;RI3;R15;R35
R17;R31
R23
R20
R38;R40
R19
R22
R33;R39
R36
R27

C19;C25
C13
C15
C24
C8
C23
C21
C20
C18
C22
Cl0;C12
C7
Cl-C4;CI6;C27
C9
Cl1
C6
CI7;C26;C3G-C32
C5
C28;C29;C37
C14

01
02
L1
Sl;S2
BUl ;BU2
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Fig. 9. Double-sided printed circuit board for the 12C interface card.

COMPONENTS LIST

I'C PC INSERTION CARD

Resistors:
2 lk!1
10 10k!1

Rll ;R12
Rl-Rl0

Capacitors:
6 1OOnFceramic
4 10pF16V

C6-Cll
C2-C5

Semiconductors:
1 74LS32
1 74LS136
1 74LS244
1 74LS245
1 74LS374
1 74LS688

IC2
IC6
IC4
ICl
IC3
IC5

Miscellaneous:
1 25-way Pca-mount D-connector BUl
1 PC;card suppcrt bracket
2 M3x6 mm screw
2 M3 nut
12 cm silver-pated wire
1 printed-circuit board

by ELV are set to opera te at address 300H.

Alignment
The decoder needs to be adjusted before it is
fitted iuto the enclosure. Although a relative-
Iy complex circuit, thedecoder is remarkably
simple 10 align.

Start by connecting e TV set to SCART
socket BUl. OUTing the alignment, the TV set
has the double function of Cl eVBS signal
source, and a display for the Teletext pages.

Run the program on the PC, and call up a
Teletext page, say, number 100. If the
decoder is correctly ahgned, the page will
nppear on the TV. Without adjustrnent. how-
ever. the TV picture is probably unsteady c-.

the picture may 1110ve horizontally, or n~ay
be corrupted by diagonelly moving lines.
Carefully adjust trtnuner C14 until the pic-
ture synchronizes correctly.

Inductor Li in the dara-clock filter cornes
pre-aligned with the kit, and must not be ad-
justed.

Proceed with the adjustment by setting
the clamping level for the Teletext subtitling
with the aid of preset R36. The following ad-
justment procedure is required only if Tele-
text subtitles are to be recorded on a VeR.
Connect a veR to SCART socket BU2,

and switch it to stend-by. The video signal
fed to pin 19 of BU2 is taken from pin 20 and
routed to pin 19 of BVl (TV). Ta prevent the
TV switching to RGS input mode, tempo-
rarily connect pin 16 of BUl to ground.

Use the control software to select the
supertmpose rnode. Next, adjust preset R.36
until the characters appear c1early in the pic-
ture, i.e., with the best possible contrast ratio,
and without distortion or excessive bright-
ness. Although this adjustment is perfectly
feasible sirnpl y by looking at the TV picture,
it rnay also be carried out with the aid of an
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PC-CONTROLLED VIDEOTEXT DECODER I'C-VT7000

,

Fig. 10, Opened prototype of the decoder, and the associated 12Ccard.

oscilloscope. Connect the scope to the collec-
tor of T5, and adjust R36 until the black level
of the superimposesignal matches that of the
background video signal. This completes the
adjustrnent of the PC-VT7000.

Final assembly
If this has not already been done, mount the
rear panel to the decoder board, so that the
SCART sockets and the plastic pins of the
two slide switches protrude front it. The flat-
cable is inserted via the slot provided at the
right-hand side of the rear panel.

Fit the completed and adjusted decoder

J'Cß into the lower half of the enclosure sup-
plied with the kit. The ventilation slots are at
the front side. Rernove the four square blocks
from the underside of rhe bottom half of the
cnclosurc. and insert four M4x70 mm screws
into the holes. At the inside of the encJosure,
place twc 1.5xl0 mm dia. plastic washers
over each screw at the front side, aud one
washer over each screw at the rear side.

The decoder board is fitted by passing the
two screws at the rear of the enclosure
through the two holes in the PCS. At the
sarne time, fit the rear pane!. Next, place the
four 60-mm-Iong plastic PCB spacers over
the screw ends, end mount the front panel.

A complete kit of parts for the Video-
text decoder is available from the de-
signers' exclusive worldwide
distributors:

ELV France
B.P.40
F-57480 Sierck-Ies-Bains
FRANCE

Telephone: +33 82837213
Facsirnile: +33 82838180

Carefully lift the bottom enclosure half,
and place two pencils or a folded hand ker-
chief underneath it, so that the heads of the
four screws rest on the desk while the encJo-
sure half is a little high er. Carefully place the
top enclosure half on to the lower half (rhe
ventilation slots are at the rear side), and
temporarily insert four screws into the holes.
The ends of these screws partly enter the
PCS spacers, a nd serve to keep these aligned
(centred) with the holes in the top half of the
enc\osure. Now carefully lower the top half.
Draw one corner of the enclosure over the
edge of the desk, capture the screw at the
underside, and push it upwards 50 that it
ejects the screw at the top. Fit an M4 nut, and
secure the screw from the underside. The
other three screws are fitted likewise. Pi-
nally. push-fit the four blocks at the under-
side, the rubber feet, and the four square
covers at the top side of the enclosure. •

References:
1. "Video line selector", Elektor Etectronics
April 1990.
2. "Inter-K cornmunications", Elektor Electro-
nies September 1990.

Appendix: SAA5243 ECCT register functions Rl Mode
TO. Tl tnterlaceznon-interlace

312/31311necontrol.

D7 D6 D5 D' DJ D2 Dl 00 TCSON Text composite sync or

-- direct syne seiect.

TA 77Pi ACO. GHOSr DEW/ TCS Tl Ta DEW/FULL FI ELD Flete flyback or full cbarmet

8 BIT ON/OFF ROW FULL ON Rl Mode - mode
ENABLE FIELD )

7+P/B-BIT 7 bits with parity checking
or a-btt mode.

- BANK ACO. ACO TB START START START TA, TB Test bits; 0 for normal
SELECT CCT CCT COLUMN COLUMN COLUMN R2

P~ger~Quen
operation.addressA2 Al AC SC> SCI SCO ) R2 page request address

RJ
START COLUMN Start column tor page- - - PRD4 PRo3 PRO;"! PR01 PRDO PagereQues!d~t~

request.
- - - - - A2 Al AO ) R' Display ch~pter ACQCCT Selects one 01 4 acqutsttlon

circuits.
BKGND BKGND COR COR TEXT TEXT PON PON RS

Display ecnnc! BANK SELECT Selects bank 01 4 pages
OUT IN DUT IN DUT IN DUT 'N ) (normal! addressed for acquisition.

BKGND BKGND COR COR TEXT TEXT PON PON Display ccot-ot R4 Display chapter Determines which 01 8
R6 pages is orsplayeoOUT 'N OUT 'N OUT 'N OUT 'N ) Inewsflashfsubt it te}

RS, R6 Display control For normal and newsllashl
STATUS CURSOR CONCEALI - SiNGITI BOX ON BOX ON BOX ON subtitle.TOPf
ROW ON REVEAL BOTTOM DOUBLE " 1·23 0 R7 DispJ8Ymode PON Plcture on.
BTM{TOP HEIGHT TEXT Text on.

COR Contrast reduction on.
- - - - GLEAR A2 Al AO Ra AC!lve chapter BKGND Background colour on.

MEM. ) A7 Display mode

- - - R' RJ R2 Rl Ra R' AC11V"row BOX ON 0 (1-23, 24 Boxing tunenon allowed on

) -- rowO (row 1-23, 24).
- - C5 C' CJ C2 c r co

)
RIO Acnve cclumn STATUS ROW BTMfTOP Row 25 displayed above or

below main text.
07 06 D5 D' DJ D2 D' 00 All Acuve data R8toRll Active chapter, row, column
IR!WJ IR/W) IR/WJ (RfW) (R/WJ (R/W) lRfWI IR/WJ and data lnformatton wrltten

- bll does nOt e~,n to or reac trom page
memory via the 12C bus.
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RADIO AND TELEVISION

35 wire links on the main decoder board
(Fig. 8). Next, fit the low-profile components,
followed by the higher parts. Note that the
two slide switches at the rear edge of the
PCB, between the two SCART sockets, must
be fitted horizontally. Insert and solder six
solder pins into the respective holes on the
PCB, and use these to secure the terminals of
the slide switches. The front sides of the swit-
ches must align with the PCB edge, i.e., the
plastic part to opera te the switch must pro-
trude from the rear panel of the enclosure.
The two SCART sockets are mounted by

gently pushing their plastic side locks into
the holes provided in the PCB. Next, the
21 pins of each socket are soldered at the
track side. For additional support, the
SCART sockets are screwed to the rear panel
of the enclosure.
The PC insertion card is connected to the

decoder by a 2-m-long 25-way flatcable. At
the side of the decoder, this cable is con-
nected to a 26-way header, STLl (of wh ich
one pin is not used), The short pins of this
header are inserted into the PCB holes and
subsequently soldered. The cable between
the decoder and the rc card has a 26-way
IDC socket at one end, and a 25-way male
sub-D plug at the other end. The 26-way IDC
connector is plugged on to header STLl on
the decoder board.
Pin header STL2is inserted and soldered

like STLl. STL2 provides a number of im-
portant signals in the system, and is in-
tended for measurements and extensions.
Similarly, the eight solder pins near SCART
socket BU2are intended for (optional) use of
the stereo sound inputs and outputs.
As will be recalled from the circuit de-

scriptions, the PC-VT7000 is powered from
the computer. All the necessary supply volt-
ages are carried via the rc card and the cable
between this and the decoder.

12C bus controller card
The lay-out of this double-sided, through-
plated board is shown in Fig. 9. The board
has pre-tinned contacts for insertion into a
PC extension slot. .
First, fit the ten wire links, AO through

A9. Leave a little room between these wires
and the PCB surface, so that they can be cut
later to set the card address. Next, fit the re-
sistors, the capacitors (four electrolytic, and
six ceramic types), and then the six ICs.
Align the angled terminals of the 25-way

female sub-D connector with the relevant
holes in the PCB, and sold er them carefully
at the track side, taking care to avoid short-
ing adjacent pins by applying too much
sold er tin. Next, fit the support bracket sup-
plied with the kit. Place it over the D-connec-
tor, and secure it with two M3 screws and
nuts. In the PC, remove the rear panel
bracket at the location of the slot that you in-
tend to use for the rc card.
Before fitting the card into the PC, set its

address by opening wire jumpers BRO-BR9
as required. Details on the hardwareaddress
selection are provided by the READ.ME file
on thediskette supplied with the kit. Ready-
assembled and aligned rc boards supplied

r

o

o

L Erl\ aoseoi .J

Fig. 8a. Track layout of the single-sided decoder board.
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Fig. 9. Double-sided printed circuit board for the 12Cinterface card.

COMPONENTS LIST

12C PC INSERTIONCARD

Resistors:
2 1kQ
10 10kQ

R11;R12
R1-R10

Capacitors:
6 1OOnFceramic
4 10l-\F16V

C6-C11
C2-C5

Semiconductors:
1 74LS32
1 74LS136
1 74LS244
1 74LS245
1 74LS374
1 74LS688

IC2
IC6
IC4
IC1
IC3
IC5

Miscellaneous:
1 25-way PCS-mount D-connector SU1
1 PC card support bracket
2 M3x6 mm screw
2 M3 nut
12 cm silver-patedwire
1 printed-circuit board

by ELV are set to opera te at address 300H,

Alignment
The decoder needs to be adjusted before it is
fitted into the enclosure. Although a relative-
Iy complex circuit, the decoder is rernarkably
simple to align.
Start by connecting a TV set to SCART

socket SU], During the alignment, the TV set
has the double function of a CVSS signal
source. and a display for the Teletext pages.
Run the program on the PC, and call up a

Teletext page, say, number 100. If the
decoder is correctly aligned, the page will
appear on the TV.Without adjustrnent, how-
ever, the TV picture is probably unsteady-
the picture may move horizontally. or may
be corrupted by diagonally moving lines.
Carefully adjust trimmer C14 until the pic-
ture synchronizes correctly.
Inductor Li in the dara-clock filter comes

pre-aligned with the kit, and must not be ad-
justed.
Proceed with the adjustment by setting

the clamping level for the Teletext subtitling
with the aid of preset R36.The following ad-
justment procedure is required only if Tele-
text subtitles are to be recorded on a VCR.
Connect a VCR to SCART socket SU2,

and switch it to stand-by. The video signal
fed to pin 19 of SU2 is taken from pin 20 and
routed to pin 19 of SUl (TV). To prevent the
TV switching to RGS input mode, tempo-
rarily connect pin 16 of SUl to ground.
Use the control softwate to select the

superimpose mode. Next, adjust preset R36
unti! the characters appear clearly in the pic-
ture, i.e., with the best possib!e contrast ratio,
and without distortion or excessive bright-
ness. Although this adjustment is perfectly
feasible simply by looking at the TV picture,
it mayaiso be carried out with the aid of an
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EIl
ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION

/
by Brian PyriCk McArdle

/
Telecommunications channels are not so reliable that data can be passed
over them without corruption. Since data communications has become
important, satisfactory methods to identify and, if possible, correct errors

have been developed.

CONSIDER the transfer of data as in Fig. I
between modems over a telephone line

er radio link. The channel is corrupted by
noise, which could resulr in areceiverdetecting
a I instead of a 0 or vice versa, If this were
to happen in a nurnberof places in a rnessage,
the effect could be disastrous: the message
mighr be completely unintelligible. Obviously,
there is a need to be able to identify incorrecr
data bits.The subject is know aserror detection
and correction.

Parity
Parity is a familiar concepr and is explained
in rnost technician text books. Consider a
block of seven birs that is given an additional
bit, known as the parity bit, so timt the total
block becomes eight bits. The term "parity '
refers to the entire new block and there are
rwo categories.
(a)Even parity means that a block has an
even number of I s. For exarnple, if the
data is I 0 I 0 I 0 I, which has four Is
and three Os, the parity bit would be 0
giving four Isand four Os. The block
would become 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I with the
pariry bit as the MSB wich is the usual
location.

(b)Odd parity if it has an odd number of Is.
The previous example would be I I 0 I 0 I 0 I
with five Isand three Os.
The 8-bit ASCIl code has seven data bits

and a parity bit. Thus, the ASCII alphabet has
a total of 27 = 128 different symbols. The
8th bit for eaeh symbol is chosen 10 give
even parity, If an error occurs in rransmission
as in Fig. I, a parity check would reveal an
erroneous symbol. The receivercould ignore
the particular symbol, provided that such an
occurrenee did not happen too often, or, al-
ternatively, request a retransmission.

Transmitter Receiver

910014·11

Fig. 1. Communicalions channel.

In reality, a parity check on each symbol
gives very lirnited protection. The obvious

problem is that rwo errors wirhin a symbol
could caneel each orher, Alrernatively, when
an erroneous symbol is identified, a receiver
still cannot deduce the incorrect bit wirhin
the block and, consequeruly, corrcction is
out. Therefore, although rhe addition of a
parity bit into a block is the basis of error
derecrion, ir is rarely satisfactory. To identify
an incorrect symbol isOlle thing, bur ro correct
an error in Olle bit is quite anorher, The next
section explains a method to identify and
correct single-bit errors.

Block codes
In the following arrangernent, a block consists
of data birs plus check bits. For example, a
block of size 11 would have r data bits and
k= !/-rcheck birs. Thecheck bits arederived
from the data bits. In reality, they are parity
bits that are determined by various linear
cornbinations of data birs, For the preseru, it
is assumed thar only one error will occur in
each block. The significance of this point
will be discussed in more detail later on.
For a block of size 1/, there is a total of »C I = 11

errors where the corruption is limited to one
bit per block. The k check bits can have
(2A-I) different combinations. This means
that at most (2~-1) errors can be detected.
Hence, there is a requirement that (2.(-1) ~11
in the values that can be chosen for rand k.
For example, if k = 3, (21-1) = 7, wh ich
means that 11 = 7 and r = 4. Therefore, three
check bits can check up to four data bits
only. Thecoded block would be rct.dJd,d, cJc,c,l
01' some rransposition of this order.

In mathematical terms, theencoding operation
can be described with the use of a matrix as
folIows.

d ,.

d /"-1

g 11.1'" g 11. r

100 0

010 0

001 0 d r

d
r
_

1

000 ... 1

g r+I.I··· g r+1.r

r

c = " 0k L..°r+1
i=1

[Eq. I]

The matrix has 11 rows and r columns,
which correspond 10the lengths of the coded
and data blocks respectively, The top pan is
an (rxr) identity rnarrix thar does not require
any explanation. The botrom part is a (kxr)
rnarrix that generates Cl 10 Ck birs from the d.
lO d, bits, All the coefficients are 0 or I and
the arithmetic is modulo 2. The requirement
is thar, if an error occurs in a data bit, the
check bits wi ll be able 10 idenrify the parricular
bit in question, wh ich can be corrected. The
correction process is simply to replace a 1
by a 0 or vice versa.
The next step is todevise a simple method

to identify the exacr location of an incorrect
bir wirhin rhe block. The Hamming Code is
examinecl as a suitable example because it
is widely known. For instance, a block of
seven birs consists offour data bits and three
check bits in the following format:

position: 7 6 5 4 3 2
bit: d7 d, d, c, d, C2 CI

in which the da ra and check bits are indicated
as d and c respectively and d7 as tbe most
significant bit (MSB). As would be expected,
tbe position of these birs wirhin the overall
block is very significanr. The positions 3, 5,
6,7 can be represented as various combinations
of I, 2, 4. Thus, if d, is incorrect, CI and C2

will not bevalidatedand soon. Thecornbinations
that give CI. C2, and C4 in terms of d3, dj, d6,
and d- are chosen accordingly as shown in
Appendix A and the encoding operation is
given by

000
d
J

01 00 d
J

d6

00 I 0 d6
ds

I I I 0 = c4d_
) d,0001
d3

,
I 0 I c2

o I I Cl

The mau-ix is know as the GENERATOR
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MATRIX. The receiver verifies the block by
using the PARlTY CHECK MATRIX (see Appendix
A), wh ich should produce all zeroes.ln simple
terms, the receiver generares CI, Cl, and c,
front the received da la bits. If the generared
CI andc-do notagree wirh the aetual received
values, d, is incorrecr. For example, [I 0 I
I] becomes [10 I 0 I 0 1].lfdj is corrupted
such that [I 000 I 0 I] is received, the
generated check bits are CI ::;: 0, c:! = 0, and
c., = 1. Thus CI and c, do not agree with the
detected values, which indicates thar d, should
not be 0 but 1. The same type ofresult occurs
for any other error-provided there is only
olle error. If two errors had occurred wirf
[I 0 I I 0 0 I] derected. acheck would
indicaie that d- was incorrect. Consequently.
the block would be corrected 10 [0 0 I I
00 I), which !lOW has three errors wirh two
in the four data bits. The importance of the
original assumption that the code would
only detect and correct an error in one bit
per block is now fully clear. However, the
overall method is typieaI of block codes.
The various positions for a code with four
eheck bits that can correct up ro 11 data bits
are given in Appendix B.

Cyclic codes
Cyclic codes are simitar to block codes, but
there are important rnarhemaiical di fferences.
A code word of length 11 bits is represented
as a polynomial of degree (11- I) as folIows:

tEq.21

where Wo is the rnost significant bit (MSB). It
is generared by a polynomial known as the
GENERATOR POLYNOMIAL. g(x), as follows:

w(x) = c(x) g(x) mod Cr" + I) [Eq.3]

Most books on coding write the modulus
as (xn - I). In this case, the mathematics
refer directly to digital electronics. Actually,
g(x) is a factor of (XII + I), but the other terrn.
c(x) does not represent the data as rnight be
expeeted. In mathematical terms. w(.r) is the
product modulo (XII + 1) of two polynomials
with addition modulo 2 between the coefficients
ofthe various terms. The exact coding mechanism
will be shown later on.

A CHECK POLYNOMIAL, h(x). has the same
significance as in rhe previous section with

h(x) g(x) = X" + I [Eq.4]

which me ans that h(x) is the other factor of
(X" + I). If a received code word w(x) has no
error,

h(x) w(x) = O. [Eq.5.]

Consider the example in the previous
section with 11=7. In this section, this translates
tox'+ I =Omod2. The factors are trv+r+ I)
and (x4 +X2 +x + 1) and we will use

g(x)=x3+x+ I
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and

hex) = .r.j + Xl + X + I

as per equation 4. At this stage, the term
'cyclic ' requires some explanation. Let w(x)
in equation 2 be rewritten in the fonn

w(x) = c,g(x) + c,xg(x) + c,.r1g(x) + .

... + c,"r'g(x) [Eq. 61
The various terms as shown in Appendix

C consist of a set of polynomials that is
generared by shifting g(x) as in a shift register.
Thus. w(x) may be considered as a linerar
combination of the seven states of g(x) with
.v as a "shift '. The full ser of code words is
genera ted by g(x) and hence its name. The
reader is referred to the topic ofCycIic Groups
in Group Theory for the appropriare mathernatical
background.If the data is l l 10 ll.an estimate
of w(x). which assumes that the check bits
are all zeros. is

w'(v) = [I 1010001 =.1'6 +.1'5 +xl

IEg.71

However. g(x) does not divide w'(r) evenly.
There isa remainderof I in the least significant
bit (LSB) position. The correct w(x) is

w(x) = [I I 0 I 00 I] = .1'6 + x5 + xl + I

[Eq.8]

in order to satisfy the mathematical conditions.
The procedure rnay be written as a matrix as
follows

1000

0100

0010 0

0001
0

I I 10 0
Io I I I 0

I I 0 I

the derivation of which is in Appendix D.
The PARITY CHECK MATRIX ro authenticate
the code word is explained in Appendix E.
[f the block was corrupted to [I I 0 I I 0 I J,
this new w(x) on division by g(x) would
have a remainder of x2. This indicates an
error two shifts away from the LSB and the
particular bit can be corrected. However, ro
correct two or more errors, a BCH code,
which uses a particular type of generator
polynomial, is required and this topie is
outside the scope of this article.

Huffman codes
Huffman codes are not for error detection
and correction, but deserve special rnention
because they may be used in conjunction
with error detection and correction codes.
The most irnportant point is that the data

ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION

blocks do not have a fixed lengrh. The reasons
for this structure structure lie in the nature
oflanguage.The syrnbol Einxscu is I 000 101
andZ is I 0 I I 0 I O.Each symbol is represented
by seven bitsexcluding the parity bit. However,
E occurs 130 tirnes rnore often in normal
rext than Z. lr has been esrimated that normal
English is 70% redundant because of these
statistical properties. Consequently, the total
number of bits required for a full message
could be greatly reduced if the common
symbols were represented by short blocks
and the more uncommon ones by larger blocks,
A simple example is Morse code, in which
E isonedot, whereasZ is two dashes followed
by twodots. Huffman codes urilize this property
of redundancy to considerable advantage.

Ifan alphabet has rn symbols, the average
number of bits per symbol is

'"r::;:L p ,»,, ,
i=l

lEq.9]

where Pi is the probability of occurrence of
the ith symbol, which is represented by ri
biis. A Huffman code seeks ro keep ras
small as possible by pairing the symbol with
the highest probability with the shortest block.
Consider an example of a sei 151 52 5, 541
with four syrnbols. Normally, each symbol
would be represented by a rwo-bit block.
such as: SI =00, S2 =0 I. 53 = I 0.54= I I.

1 1 1r:-r:-ro-S4=tll
51 = 0 52 = 10 53 = 110 910014.14

A Huffuran code would adopt a branch type
structure as shown above. In this design, SI
is represented by only one bit, but S3 has
three bits. lf rhe probabilities are PI =!» P"2
= '/4, I'l = 1/6, and 1'4 = 1/12, application of
equation 9 gives

= 1.75 bits/syrnbol [Eq. 10]

which is a reduction of25%. Ifthe probabilities
were assigned in reverse order, r = 2.67,
which is an increase of 67%. Hence, the im-
portance of pairing the largest probability
with the shortest block. In the special case
where the rwo values for ~turned out to be
equal, the assignrnent with the lowest variance
would be taken.

The entire area of Huffman codes is quite
involved and the reader is referred to the
various texr books in the references for further
inforrnation. Its advantage is in reducing the
total number of data bits. The sequence of
data bits can be broken into blocks and encoded
as under "Block codes" and Cyclic codes".
The receiver simply reverses this process by
first decod ing the error detection and correction
code followed by the Huffman code.



~TELEVISION & COMMUNICATIONS

Implementation
The electronic irnplernentation of rhe codes
discussed is relatively straightforward once
the aetual coding mechanism is understood.
Figure 2 shows a digital elecrronic circuit,
which is essenrially a shift register, to implement
theexampleunder"Cyc1iccodes".llleamlilgement
is to generate the full code ward of data and
check bits.The fourstages in theregistercorrespond
to the data block of four bits, which in turn
generares the three check bits, The switch may
be an AND gate with one input tied high (logic
I) or low (Iogic 0) as appropriate, The other
input is simply the ourput of the bistable (flip
flop). The addition modulo 2 represented by
the EBin thediagram is simply and EXOR(exclusive
OR) gate. Theonly change is that three differeur
switch arrangements (open = 0 and closed = I)
are required to generate the three check bits.
This corresponds to the three linear combinations
in mathematics. 'Thus. the complete circuit for
the coding operanon could consist of three
shift registers with fixed switch positions in
parallel or one shift register with a mechanism
ro apply three different arrangernents of the
swirches. Alternatively, irnplerneruation could
be by software, that is, to write a program
using the AND and EXOR logic operarions of a
microprocessor, This metbod will probably
become rnore common---especial Iy where the
codes are more complex than these simple ex-
amples.

Figure 3 shows the circuit to check the
parity bit generated by the first
row of the PARITY CHECK MATRIX

(as explained in Appendix E)
applied to acode ward. The seven
stages correspond 10 the seven
bits in the block. The other rows
ofthe matrix simply require dif-
ferent arrangements of'the switches.
Both ci.rcuits are straighrforward,

Conclusions

Data
In

1n this article I have atrempted
to explain rhe basis of error
detection. It is not a detailed
analysis and only deals with
the correction of single errors,

Data
In FF4

W7
910014 ·12

Fig. 2. Shift register as a Cyclic Encoder. The data block [W,W6WSW,] is shifted into the register. The
switches represent the lerms of the malrix, such as 1 11 0 to generateW3. The switch is closed for 1 and
open for O. The same arrangement with different switch settinqs would be required 10 generate w, and w"

Multiple errors oftwo er more bits per block
are nOI considered as these require more
complex solutions. Nevertheless, ir should
provide an introduction for students who
are familiar with digital electronics, but have
not previously studied this rricky topic. An
interesting point is the increasing connection
between Modern Algebra and Electronics.
Twenty years ago, rnosr engineers and technicians
would not expect 1"0 use Modern Algebra.
T'he reader is referred to the references for
further study.
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FF7

PARITY
Bit

Fig. 3. ShiH regisler 10 check a code word generated by the eircuit in Fig. 2.lf the PARITV BIT is 1, one of the seven bits in
Ihe shitt regisler that has a closed swilch is incorrec!. For the first row of Ihe PARITV CHECK MATRIX (see Appendix E) the
switches are at t 11 0 1 0 O.For successive rows, the appropriale seHings must be used.

AppendixA
C4 = (d7 + d6 + d5) mod 2

If d7 is incorrect, Cl, c2 and ca do not agree with calculated values,

If d6 is incorrecr, C2 and C4 do not agree with calculated values.

If ds is in correct, Cl and C4 do not agree with calculated values.

If d3 is incorrect, c J and c2 do not agree with calculated values.

d7 d7
I 000 d6 d6
01 00 d7 ds

d_
00 I 0 d6 [11101001

)

= [~1
0001 d

J I I 0 I 0 I 0 d
Jd_

I I 10 ) C4
I 0 I I 001 C4I I 0 I d)

I 0 I I C2 C2

c, c,

Generator Encoded Parity check matrix
matrix block
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ERROR DETECTION & CORRECTION

Appendix B Appendix E
Position: 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Bit:

The check bits are thus at posirions 1,2,4. and 8.

AppendixC
xlI::::lmod2

x" + 1 ::::0 mod 2

For 11 :::: 7 and g(x) ::::x3 + .r + I, representing the seven-bit stare
[000 10 1 1[of a shift register, the operation using shift 1eftrather
than shift right is

000101 1
00101 10
0101 100
101 1000
01 10001
1 100010
1000101
000101 1

g(x) ~ x3 + x + 1
xg(x) ~,,4 +x2 +x
x2g(x) ::::.\"5 + x3 + x2
x3g(x) ~ .,-6 + ,,4 + .13
,,4g(x) ~ xS + .,4 + 1
x5g(x) ::::x6 + x5 + X
x6g(x)::::x6+x2+ 1
x7g(x) ::::x3 + .r + I

x7 ~ 1

Thus, multiplication of g(x) by xis eqaivaleru to a left shift of one
step of the shift register. The initial state is reproduced after seven
steps.

Appendix D
W(x) ~ c(x) g(x) ~ [W7 W6 Ws W4 W3 W2 wj ],

where
c(x):::: C4r3 + C3x2 + C2X + CI,

and
g(x) ~ .13 + x + 1,

whence
c(x) g(x) ~ 0.\.16 + c,xS + (C4+C2),,4 + (C4+C3+CI},3 +

W7 = C4
W6 = c3
Ws = ca + ci
W4=C4+C3+CI
w3:::: c3 + c2
wz = c2 + Cl
wl ::::cl

C2 = W7 + Ws
cI:::: w7 +w6 + w4
w3:::: «t + w6 + Ws
w2 ::::Wö + w5 +w4
wl ::::w7 + w6 + w4

W
7

W
6

W
7

Ws
W
6 ~ W

4w,,

1000

01 00

0010
0001

1 1 10

01 1 1

1 1 01

W4

Remember thar the arithmetic is modulo 2.

PARITY CHECK POLYNOMIAL

1110100 w7 0

0111010 w6 0
0011101 w, 0)

1001110 w4 ~ 0
0100111 w

3 0
1 01001 1 w2 0
1101001 w

l
0

Front equation 6. the PARITY CHECK POLYNOMIAL applied to a
correct code word should give O.The PAR1TY CHECK MATRIX should
give the zero vecror.

Appendix F

An imporrant parameter, known as rhe Harnming Distance, was
not covered under 'Block codes ' HS il was not required. Consider
the (7, 4) Hamming code. Any two code words differ in ar least
three bits. This minimum distance is known as rhe Hamming
Distance. If the distance were only two, an error could only be
detected but not corrected. Detection of a double error would
require a distance of four.
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LOGIC ANALYSER
by K.Nischalke and H.J. Schulz \)(

PART 1

A logic analyser is primarily intended for carrying out measure-
ments in fairly complex circuits, where an oscilloscope begins to
show its deficiencies. Unfortunately, it remains a pretty expensive
instrument and it is for that reason that a design is offered here
that can be built by most enthusiasts at a reasonable cost.

STRlCTLY speaking. it is not quite right
to compare an oscilloscope with a logic

analyser, because basically an oscilloscope
displays voltage or current as a function of
time, whereas a logic analyser shows data
as a function of time. Both instruments may,
therefore, be required in a number of appli-
cations. For instance, suppose that a logicanal-
yser has indicated that the data of a certain
signal are not quite rtght. It is then possible
to check with a scope whether that is caused
by the voltage behaviour of the signal (for
example. a logic 1 may have become stuck
at 1.5 V).
Furthennore, a legte analyser has more

input channels than an oscilloscope, That is
a very definite advantage when mierepro-
cessors are being tested. Even an old-fash-
ioned 8-bit device with 16 address lines re-
quires more than the maximum fourchannels
available on an oscilloscope. Looking at the
discrete signals associated with these d e-
vices does not mean much, but their inter-
relation is of great importance.
Like an oscilloscope. a logic analyser needs

to be triggered, but the trigger signal must
be specially adapted for working with digi-
tal Information. Instead of being triggered
at a certain voltage level, the legte analyser
is triggered by a given pattern of bits pre-
sent at the Inputs.
A computer and associated software have

become inseparable partsof the modern legte
analyser.and in proprietaryinstruments they
form an integral part of the constructlon.
The present instrument is intended for opera-
tion with an external computer, either an
IBM pe or compatible or an Atari.

Block diagrams

between 16 bits (1 RAM card) and 64 bits (4
RAM cards).
Data are input into the RAM cardts) via a

probe. The probe(s) does not consist of rnuch
more than a number of buffers. which are,
however, indispensable for thecorrect trans-
portotdtgital signals, where fundamental fre-
quencies may be as high as 25 MHz. At the
same time, it keeps the load on the circuit
under test to aminimum. Furthermore. itpro-
vides a much neater connection between the
analyser and the eircuit under test.
The connection between the probelsl and

the RAMcardfs) consists of a one-metre cable,
while those between the probefs) and the cir-
cuit under test are made by short, discrete ca-
bles.This arrangementobviates thefrequently
encountered spaghetti-Iike mess of cables.
When Ionger connections are required, two
or more probes may be connected in series.
The block diagram of the analyser; inso-

far as the RAM cards and the control board
are concerned, is shown in Fig. 2.
When data are wr-itten via the probets),

clock frequenciesof 100Ml-lz, 25 Ml-lz, I MHz
or an external clock may be chosen. The some-
what different mode of operation at 100MHz
will be discussed later. The clock frequency
deterrnines how often the data at the Inputs
of the probe are clocked (sampled) in the

Memory
SPECIFICATION

2048 sam ples per
channel
8192 sam pies per
channel (100 MHz
mode)
16
4 (100 MHz mode)

No. of channels
per RAM card
Number of RAM
cards
Clock

up t04
100 MHz; 25 MHz;
1MHz internal)
external up to 25MHz
2 (not in 100 MHz
mcdehmaybeset high,
Iow or disa bled
centre
set per channel: 0, 1 or
X
20 ns-5.12 115; 'arm'
triggering: 20 ns-2.56~lS
40 ns-81.92 ps

Clock qualifier

Type of trigger
Trigger pattern

Duration of
trigger pattern
Trigger window

latch at the input. Note that only in the 100MHz
mode the Input latchyshift register operates
as a shiftregister. Onee the inputdata are sam-
pled. they are written into RAM with the aid

1• ""2k.16 PROBE

lmu.("",do)
COMPUTER +
INTERFACE
(11M <7 ....Wf)

BUS PCB

POWER CONTROL
SUPPLY

9000904-11

The general design of the analyser is shown
in Fig. 1. The Interface in the computer is
connected tothe busboard oftheanalyser. The
analyser proper consists of a control board
and up to four RAM cards.
The control of the analyser Is an indepen-

dent circuit whose paRAMeters are deter-
mined by the computer. That independenee
is impera tive,because few computers can han-
dle clock frequencies of 25 MHz or 100 MHz
in real time. The prime tasks of the circu it
are the control of the trtggering and the ad-
dressing of the memory. The length of the
memory is always 2 K, while its width lies Fig.1, Generaldesign of the logicanalyser.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the RAMcards and the control board of the logic analyser.
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Fig. 3. The busboard is hardly more than an assembly of wiring and connectors.
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K6:::: 25-way male D connector, right-angled fcr peB mounting.
KrKJJ = 32-way female AC connecJor ro DIN 41612 for PCB mouming.
KJ2-KJ7 = 2-way PCB terminal bleck.

Fig. 4. The printed eireuit busboard of the logie analyser.
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of the signal R/W control. Subsequently, the
address counter is increased by l.This pro-
cess continues uninter ruptedly: when the
RAM has been written to capectty. the pro-
cess starts anew: the oldest data are replaced
by the new data. The advantage of this ar-
rangement will be discussed Iater,
Toenable theanalyser being trtggered. the

sampled data are compared with the data in
the word-latch by the word recognizer. This
latch has information as to whether each bit
should be a 0, a 1 or 'don't care' to comply
with thetrigger conditions. Once the wanted
word pattern has been aceepted by the rec-
ogmzer, it is passed to trigger counter 1 via
lines 'mgger: and 'arm'. Note that these lines
have a separated function in the 100 MHz
mode only: normally, they are electronically
interconnected. When these lines indicate that
the desired triggercondition is present.counter
1 will verify that this eondition is present for
as long as the counter counts. Tf this is not
so, the analyser is not triggered. When the
counter has stoppecl counting, the trtggercon-
dition is met and the analyser is started.
Counter 2 and thewindow counteronly func-
tion in the 100 MHz mode.
When counter 1 has starred the analyser;

the controllogic block clocks the post-trigger
counter wh ich checks how many sampIes
have been taken of the input data after trig-
gering. As soon as '1024 sam pies have been
taken, the post-trigger counter stops the anal-
yser and gtves an in terru pt to the computer.
This arrangement ensures that no more than
1024 bytes can bewritten to RAM before trigger-
ing takes place, so that later the computer can
analyse data before and after triggering. This
is the reason that before triggering the data
are written into RAM connnuously
As soon es the analyser is disabled, the

block registerselect and the three-state buffer
in thecomputerdividethe 16-bit wide words
into two 8-bit wide bytes which are then pro-

cessed in the computer,
The basic operanon of the circuit is not

much different in the 100 MHz mode, but
everything happens just a little faster. This,
however; creates a problern. the RAM can-
not cope with this higher speed. This is the
reason that the shift register used as input
latch in the other modes is used as a high-
speed shiftregisterin the 100 MHz mode. Four
successive data sampies are inpu t into the reg-
ister, which has the effect of lowering the
frequency at wh ich the data is offered to the
RAM to 25 MHz. The latch between the shift
register and the RAM ensures that the data
are present long enough at the inputs of the
RAM, because, in spite of their shifting, the
data at the outputs of the shift register will
not remain stable for longer than 10 ns.
Unfortunately, when the shift register is

used as a latch, 16 inputs per RAM card are
available. Because of the shift operanon. that
is limited to four inputs per card in thel00MHz
mode. On theother hand, four times as rnuch
data can now be written into RAM since four
sam ples may be located at one address.
Furthermore, because of the lower number
of Inputs, theword recognizer may be bisected.
which increases the number of instants that
triggering takes place.
Because of the bisecting of the word rec-

ognizer, thesignals 'arm' and 'trigger' aresep-
arared. When the section of the recognizer that
provides the 'arm' pulse accepts the trigger
condition, counter 2 is starred. Like trigger
counter 1, this counter must check whether
the triggercondition lasts long enough.1f that
is so, the window counter is starred. Aslong
as this ccunter runs, threesituations may occur:
(a) the 'arm' trigger word appears again: (b)
the second trigger condition is met; and (c)
the window counter has counted to capac-
ity. In the first case, trigger counter 2 and the
window counter are reset, so that the trig-
gering process starts anew. The second trtg-

Desk Datei Drutker •• ~Dptionen

11..

1,.[1.11....

...................... -- ..
900094-1-14

Fig. 5. Screen view showing whatthe program can do. Drucker = printer; Modus = mode; Optionen = vari-
aus functions; Triggerwort = trigger word; Kanal = channel; Einlesen = to write; Datei = data in; Auflösing
= resolution; Suchen = 10seareh; Absland = dislanee. (Proper English Iranslalion will be published soon).
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ger condition is met when counter 1, after it
has been triggered by the second section of
the recognizer, has counted to capadry and
gives a start pulse. In other words, the anal-
yser is started if it is flrst triggered by the 'arm'
signal end then, within a given time (the
window}, by a second signal. In the third
case, the period (the window) during wh ich
triggeringshould have taken place has lapsed.
The circuit will then wait for the first trigger
('arm') to recur. The double triggering is of
parttcula r ad vantage when measurements are
carried out in nucroprocessor systems in
wh ich certain bit patternsoccur regularly. The
intercoupling of two bit patterns greatly im-
proves the provision of a stable and unam-
biguous triggering.

The software
What may be done with the data collected
by the hardware is shown in Ftg. 5, which is
the (Cerrnan) program for Atari computers.
The English trauslation, which has unfortu-
nately been delayed beyond this issue, and
the program for IBM PCs and compatibles.
which is virtually identical to that forthe Atari,
will be published in a future issue.
Both rrigger words rnay be set in the col-

umn at the extreme lefton the monitor screen,
but note that trigger ward 2 is not active.
The program can handle up to four trigger
settings. Which of these is selected at any
one time is indicated by the figure lind er the
column containing the trigger words. Beside
this is the setting of the minimum duration
of the trigger pattern and the length of the
trigger window,
The column beside that for the trigger

word s contains the names of the signals.
Apart from the standerd indication "chan-
nelso and 50", these signals may be given
more informative narues. Also, it ts possible
to arrange them in a different order on the
screen and to display them more than once.
For example, associated signals may be placed
side by sideon thescreen withoutthe necessity
ofchangingovertestprobes. Thecolumn may
also beused to indicate from which test probe
the signal comes.
The larger part of the screen is, of course,

reserved for the display of signals, and it can
handleup to 16 of thesesimultaneously. Other
channels may be brought on to the screen by
scrolling via the window at the bottom Ieft.
The control for shifting the signals to the left
and right is situated at the bot tom nght.
Above that is an indication where the (so far
in visible) cu rsor is si tua ted with respect to the
triggering point, and which data (hexadeci-
mal) are portrayed.
The block 'solution' enables the derer-

mining of how many sampIes are required
on the screen simultaneously.
The pull-down menus provtde the fol-

lowing functions: (a) information about the
program (desk): (b) storing on diskofthedata
to be analysed (datei): (c) printing of the data
(printer); (d) 5eJecting the doek frequeney
(mode); and (e) various functions (options).

(to be cOl1tinued)
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•

K6 = 25-way male 0 connector, right-angled for PCBmounting.
KrK 11= 32-way female AC connector to DIN 41612 for PCBmounting.
K1rK17 = 2-way PCB terminal block.

• •

Fig. 4. The printed circuit busboard 01the logic analyser.
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23j24-CM FM ATV RECEIVER
This review deals with the recently introduced 23/24 cm FM Amateur
Television (ATV) receiver from EHC (Valves) Ud. At the time of
writing, it is the only complete system that can be purchased in a
'ready-to-go' state. That is, all you have to is connect the OCshack
supply, plug in a 24-cm aerial, a video monitor and a loudspeaker or

headphones, tune in a signal, and away you go.

ALTERNATIVELY, the
IF board und the down

converter sub-sections CJn be
purchased separarely für in-
clusion in your OWI1 system,
01' for building your QWIl ver-
sion ofthe receiver. However.
this option will require a num-
ber of external components
such as a rneter, controls, soc-
kets. etc .. to be added.

Oescription
The receiver is housecl in a grey coloured
moulded irupuct-proof PV A plastic box
rneasuring 23.5xI8.25x9.5 cm including
the feet. with the control knobs on the front
panel, and the sockets on the rear panel mak-
ing the unit 21.5 cm deep in total. The ca se
also features adjustable front feet, allowing
the unit 10 be tilted upwards 10 faciliture
reading the rnerer.

The front panel controls cornprise. from
the left 10 the right: an on/off switch. a TUN-
ING control. a VID. GAIN control and a VOl·
UME control, Also featured on the front
panel is a red LEO for ON/OFF indication,
and the runing-frequency meter. The front
panel bezel is sign-written with the various
control and switch functions.

T'he rear panel connections are as fol-
lows: a 3.5-mm jack socket für the 101ld-
speaker/headphone connection, a phono
socket for video outpur. a BNC socket for
aerial connection, and a oe socket for the
power supply input. Also mounted on the
rear panel is a 20-mm fuse holder.

lnternaljy. the receiver has a die-casr box
and rwo printed circuit boards mounted 011tO

the housing chassis. All earth connecrions
are bonded to this chassis Ior screening se-
curity,

The die-cast box, measuring 120x
95x35 mm, houses the down converter with
power connections rnade via feed-thraugh
capacitors, and the IF outpur by means of a
coaxial cable. The aerial inpur socket
mounted through the rear panel of the hous-

ing is a bulkhead coaxial cable connection
type. connected to the down converter by a
short length of coaxial cable.

The IwO Pf.Bs are the wide-band IF am-
plifier and rhe IF receiver assernblies. Both
boards are construcred from double-sided
copper-clad material. arid are cusrorn-built
Ior cach unit. All interconnecting wires and
cable are nearly forrned and retained with
cable ties.

The TUNING conirol is aprecision 10-
turn porentiometer, which faciliratcs fine-
tuning 01' the band with only olle conrrol,
The VID. GA1N and VOlUME controls are or-
dinary 270-degree potentiomerers. The tun-
ing frequency rneter is Cl srandard 90-degree
movemenr type wirh the scale calibrated
with a logarithmic frequency read-out
scaled in JO-MHzsteps. with rnain divisions
at 1240. 1260, 1300 and 1320 MHz.

Circuit outline
The number of controls has been kept to a
minimum, i.e., tuning, video gain, volume
and changeover frorn 5.5 MHz to 6.0 MHz
sound subcarrier. This larter switch also
changes the polarity of the video outpur
from negative on 6 MHz (UK and most of
Europe) to positive on 5.5 MHz (France).

The first down convener section (housed
in a die-cast box) uses parallel-runed circuiis
to give a good rejection ofbroadcast TV sig-
nals. radar and other in-band signals, Allthe
SHF and UHF tuned circuits are etched on

to the printed circuir
board, including the first
local oscillaror, which
reduces frequency dritr
to a very low level after
only a few minutes
warm-up. The outpur
from the first down con-
verrer is 168 MHz,
wh ich is routed 10 a sec-
end down converrer,
This is exrernal to rhe
die-cast box, and com-
prises a dual-IC tunecl

circuit that converts the first IF of 168 MHz
tu a secend IF at 39 MHz for input to the de-
modulator.
The 39-MHz signal is amplified by an-

other duul-IC circuit and then buffered by an
ernirrer folIower stage, which marcbes the
signal to the phase-Iocked loop demodula-
10r. After demodulation, the video signal
passes rhrough an emiuer follower buffer
stage, a standard (non-switchable) CCIR de-
ernphasis circuit, ancl an audio subcarrier
rrap. The lauer is followed by a video ampli-
fiel' and a 75-Q video outpur buffer.
The audio subcarrier is extracted at the

buffer stage following the dernodulator, and
is fed into a swirchable filter network 10 se-
leet either 5.5 MHz 01' 6.0 MHz, depending
on the signals being received. After the filter
stage, the signal is routed to a single Je
audio dernodularor, and frorn rhere to an OUI-
put stage. The audio volurne control varies
the out pur frorn 0 to about I W into an 8-Q
load, or 2 W into a 4-Q load.
The receive frequency indication merer

is driven by sampling the tuning voltage ap-
plied to the varicap runing diode. A poten-
tiorneter nerwork allows the rneter range 10
be adjusred to compensate for the different
characteristics of different varicap diodes.

Bench test
In view of the fact tbar the receiver is sup-
plied as a complete unit, the nature and
depth of the bench lest were different com-
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pared to other reviews I have conducted in
the past. However, what I consider 10 be es-
sential tests I was able ro carry out, and the
results are discussed below.

The noise floor of the receiver wirh the
aerial input tennmated with a 50-0. load was
averaged out at -85 dBm. Three spurious
signals were found at 11 16 MHz (signal
level: -25 dBm). 2232 MHz (-35 dBm) and
3348 MHz (-60 dBm). However. although
they were at not inconsiderable levels. there
did not appear to be any derraction in the
perfonnance of the down converter.

It ought 10 be said here that in virtually all
cireuits employing these relatively simple,
but stable. oscillarors working at the direct
conversion frequency. harmonics and spuri-
aus signals will inevitably be produced. The
trick is 10 railor the circuitry such that they
are either suppressed, or at frequencies out-
side the operating range of the receiver ir-
self. Also. care must be taken that these
harrrionies and spurious signals do not de-
sensitize the front end of the converter. espe-
cially when this is based on GaAs-FET
devices and strip-Iine techniques,

The sensitivity of the receiver was
checked by injecting signals front the Racal
Dana 9087 Signal Generator, anel tracking
the output of the second IF stage with the
Marconi 2383 Speerrum Analyser. With an
input frequency of 1249 MHz, a signal level
of -71 dBm was required to give an IF sig-
nal 3 dB up on the noise floor, or, in other
words, just about the rninimum signal level
that could be detected as sync pulses. At the
other end of the band, 1320 MHz. a slightly
lower input 01' -72 dBm was required 10
give a 3-dB lift. These signal levels of
areund -70 dBm equate 10 a performance of
rhe teeeiver sirnilar to that of rnosr of the
equipmenr at present operated by ATV -ers,

The maximum signal levels be fore the
IF stages went iruo limiring were -29 dBrn
at 1249 MHz, and -27 dBm at 1320 MHz,
which indicated a good large signal hand-
ling capability (-30 dBm is equivalent to
I mW).
Being unable to apply an external modu-

lating signal greater than 100 kHz to the
Raeal signal generaror, I had ro inject a
rnodulated signal into the dernodularor itself
at the second IF frequency from the Philips
PM5646 Television Pattern Generator, and
view the outpur on a video modularer. The
resulting picrure showed good definition
and a linear chrorninance response.

Using the same method as above, a 1-
kHz audio signal was also injected from the
test patrern generator. and the resultant
audio signal measured on the HP 8903B
Audio Analyser. The frequency recovery
was found to be excellent, with the
measured output signal reading 998 Hz. The
distortion level at maximum output into a 8-
Q load was measured al 3.154%.

The current consumption of the re-
ceiver at a supply voltage of 13.5 V was
measured at about 225 mA with no audio
output, and 520 mA at fuH audio output
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Off-air tests
To conduct the off-air tests I sirnply corn-
pared the unit against my own Wood &
Douglas/BATC Imme brew sysrern. whieh
has given rne excellent results in the past.
Having two 24-cl11 aerials of the same type
and at the same height, and separate video
monitors made this tusk easy.

First, I used the signals from GB3RT. the
Coventry 24-cm FM ATV repeater. which I
receive nonnally at P5 (broadcast quality).
The pictures frorn the review unit were just
as good as my own sysrem, once the correct
video ourput level was obtained with the
front panel control. The tuning control.
being a multi-turn type. allowed für easy
tuning across the signal, enabling rne to fine
tune with considerable ease. The pietute did
have a tendency to bounce about sornewhat
until the correet tuning point was achieved,
and the demodulator took a seeond or two 10
stabilize. This I took 10 indicate that owing
10 the strength of the received signal the IF
stages were in limiting. hence perhaps
slighily overloading the following stages.
This has to be tempered a little by explaining
thar the signals 1 receive from GB3RT. al-
though it is sorne 16 km away. are very
strong indeed.

Next, I turned the aerials northwards 10-
wards GB3GV, the Leicester 24-cl11 FM
ATV repearer, which I normally receive at
P3 ro P4. The results frorn the review unit
were marginally worse than my own unit as
far as rhe strength of the received picture it-
selfwas concerned. bur the actual definition
of the picture itself was. 10 all intents and
purposes. identical.

Having checked at the top 01' the band. it
was time to see how it fured where most of
us ATV -ers operare. at the bouom end,
areund 1249 MHz. For this purpese I en-
listed (as usual) the good offices of my fel-
low GB3RT group members Tony GOI-lOV.
and lohn G IIJT. The received pictures all
exhibited good video definition und chro-
minance response (apart rrom Tony's
carnera, but that's anctber story), By rnoving
the aerial away frorn each station I was able
to simulate very low received signals. and
only at very low levels was the review unit
found to be less sensitive than my own, but
this was at picture strengths barely report-
able as PI (corresponding to just discernible
prominent features, locked syncs).

The final test was to moniror my own
transmissions. Again with the aid ofTony as
the receiving station (for licence cornplicity
purposes, you understand) I transmitted at
an output level of 2.5 W from rny basic
transrnitter, and then at 60 W wirh my linear
amplifier connected in. The results frorn the
review unit at both power levels were the
same, and quite a bit worse than with my
own system. The resultant video output was
qUlte unstable al times, Wilh obvious sync
crushing taking place in the overloaded de-
modulator. As with my own system. there
was also a multilude 01' points alollg the tun-

23/24·CM FM ATV RECEIVER

TEST EQUIPMENT USED
FOR THIS REVIEW

Marconi 2383 Spectrum Äoalyser
and Tracking Generator

Racal Dana 9087 Signal Generator

Philips PM5646 Television Pattern
Generator

Hewlell Packard 89038 Audlo Ana-
Iyser

Philips PM3226 Oigitising ösentos-
cope

Fluke 8050A Dlgilal Multimeter

R,cal Oana 9232 Bench Power Sup-
ply

ing scale where my transmissions could be
found.

Perhaps this rest is a little unfair in ex-
peeting the unit to perform without fault. but
is must be remernbered that ihis is the niodus
operandi in many an ATV shack. The abiliry
to monitor your own transmiued signal is a
must, and rnost 01' us adrnit to doing it by
using our own receivers. rather than "snif-
fing' the outpur RF and demodulating thar
back LO video.

Conclusions
Overall I quite liked the unit. As it srands, it
is at present the only complete receiver
available fully built. aligned and ready to go,
The presentation is tidy. and the operation
simplicity itself.

I da not really like the exrernal video out-
put leve! conrrol. I feel that the outpur should
be internally preset at I V at 75 0., wh ich is
the international standard. This would over-
corne the tendency of many people to incor-
recrly drive their video monirors ancl cause
poorer pictures 10 be displayed,

I also feel that the CCIR de-ernphasis
network should be rnade swirchable. There
are many stations who do not use pre-em-
phusis in their transmissions, or at best, in-
eorrect levels of ernphasis. To be able to
select the de-ernphasis nerwork allows for
the correcr receprion of such signals. Other-
wise. poorly defined arid blutred pictures re-
sult, which hardly helps to boost confidence
in the receiver.
The FM ATV receiver is available frorn

EHC (Valves) Ltd .. 7 Pavement Square.
Lower Addiscombe Road. Croydon. Tele-
phone: (081654) 7172, at a cast off230.00
including VAT. Carriage is extra at f3.34.

Finally, I wish to thank Mr, Brian
Aylward of EHC (Valves) Ltd .. far the loan
of the review unit, and for his advice and as-
sistance. •
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THE COMPlETE PREAMPllFIER (1)

by T. Giffard

After the several 'spartan' preamplifiers we have published over
the past few years, we feeI the time has come to ofter our readers
a more sophisticated design, one with more controls than just a
selector switch and a volume control. Although the design

presented has quite a few useful features, and ofters very good
signal handling qualities, we have been able
to keep its price to a reasonable level.

LOOKlNG around in hi-fi dealers' and
rerailers' shops (and tal king to the man-

ager or owner), it appears that a majoriry of
(prospectivc) preamplifier buyers are in-
tertested in at least some of the following
fearures. First cn the lisr is a copying facil-
ity thar is independent ofthe selector switch;
second, the possibility of recording from
one recorder 10 an ot her; third, a tone control
wirh variable cut-off frequencies; fourrh, a
headphone outpur (wh ich rneans that the
main amplifier can be swuched off if listen-
ing only via the headphones is required); fifth
(and surprising in rhese days of the Cornpacr
Disc), adynamie pickup input. And,ofcourse,
the prearnplifier musr not degrade the signal
in any way.
With these requiremenrs, and that of low

cost, in mind, we have come up with a unit
Ihm meets them handsomely and still offers
the possibiiity of using ICs of different priee
classes.
The design lends itself ro fairly easy COIl-

strucrion. The source and record selecror
switches are housed on a busboard, together
with the input and output connecrcrs. while
the remainder of the electronics is fitred Oll

a motherboard. The controls are connected
to the circuitry via a number of rerminals
that are siruated at the front edge of the 1110th-
erboard.

Overview

The block diagram of the prerunplifier-see
Fig. I, shows that there are six inputs, of wh ich
one is rhe dynamic pick-up input. If that
input is not needed, it may be transformed
ro a normalline input by asimple wire bridge,
The CD input has provision for adding a
board (for instance, a digual-ro-analogue COI1-

verter) ar a later date.
The input signals are fed to two ratary

switches: one for selecting the input mode
(i.e., the signal timt will be processed, and
the other for selecting a signal to be recorded.
In that way, it is possible to record from a
CD and continue listening tothe tuner. Standard
rotary switches are used since these are much
eheaper than the 12 relays that would other-
wise be necessary. The switches are located

immediately adjacent LO the the inputs at the
real' of rhe enclosure, ::;0 that long signal
paths are avoided.
Either switeh is followed by a buffer.

which in turn is followed by a stereo/mono
switch which uses a summing opamp. This
obviates the level differences that frequently
occur in stereo/mono systerns.
The rone contral is a low-high design

with two cut-off points ateither siele. The con-
trol range has been kepr fairly lirnired to
avoid overdriving of subsequent stages: it
is, however, more than adequare for n01111al
usage and offers smooth operarion. For those
who da not want tone courrot in any cir-
cumstances, it may be raken out of circuit
by a simple 'tone defeat ' switch.
The balance and volume control are fol-

lowed bythc ourput amplifier, which provides
the only aruplification of the line signals,
The oparnp chosen for this srage is able 10
drive loads of 600 Q and higher.
A relay providing a delay at switch-on is

pravided at the output: this gives the unir a
few seconds after the supply is switched on
to stabilize during which period 110 signal is
applied to the output.
The outpur arnplifier also supplies part

.'C}-J.-------'

•
of the signal to a special headphone ampli-
fiel' that consisrs of an opamp and discrete
output stage. It provides enough power for
driving low-resistance headphones.

The circuits

The blocks of diagram Fig. I are easily rec-
ognized in the circuits of Fig, 2. and Fig. 3.
The circuit has been split into two to corre-
spond more closely 10 the drawings of the
associated printed-circuit boards.
Figure 2 shows the record and source

switches SI and S2 with associated buffers,
JC I and IC2, and all inputs and outputs with
the exceprion ofthat for the headphones. Each
inpur is shunted by a potential divider, for
instance, R ,-R2 for the lefthand CD chan-
nel. These dividers largely deterrnine the
input imedance of 47 kQ. It is advisable ro
use the dividers only if really necessary,
since they may adversely affect thecross-talk
berween the left- und righr-hand channels,
as weil as between the inputs. If dividers are
not used. resisrors R" R3, Rs, and so on
should be replaced by wire bridges.
The CD input has some additional facili-

ties. Norrnally. the analogue CD signal is

~.
I 11.... 2

•
~
~

Fig. 1. Block diagram 01the preamplilier.
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THE COMPLETE PREAMPLIFIER (I) m
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K1 (Record selec!) (Source seiet!)
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K2 R3
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TAPE 1
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Fig. 2. Cireui! diagram 01!he busboard
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AUDIO & HI-FI
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THE COMPLETE PREAMPLIFIER (I)
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AUDIO & HI-FI

applied direct to rhe CD input. A wire bridge
berween A and B (E and F) feeds the signal
La the two rotary switches. Terminals C, D
and ground (G, Hand ground) enable a dig-
ital input, coupled to CI separate digiral-to-ana-
lague amplifier, to be provided at a later
stage.
The dynamic pick-up input also has ad-

ditional facilities. Normally, the associated
preamplifier on the motherboard is con-
nected between K and J (Ieft-hand channel)
and between M and L (right-hand channel).
If a dynamic pick-up input is no longer re-
quired, the input rnay be used as microphone
input, for wh ich the preamplifier is easily
adapred, or as line input, in which case the
prearnplifier is not used and J-K and M-L
must be Iinked by wire bridges.
The opamps shown in the circuir diagram

are not necessarily the cheapest types, but
Ihey are the best for the parricular purpese
as far as our prototypes showed, This aspect
will be touched upon again in Pan 2 under
Construction. Für the rnomeru, as an exarn-
pie, buffer ICI is a Type 5532, an inexpen-
sive yet cxcellent double opamp, whereas
buffer IC2", a Type AD712, is a much dearer
type. This type was found necessary ro ob-
viate audible switching noises when S2 is
turned. These noises result from the change
in total resistance ar the input of the opamp:
if, for instance, the CD input is used, Rl8 is
shunted by R2. Ir an opamp with rransistor
inputs, such as the NE5532, were used, rhe
change in resistance would cause a corre-
sponding change in the output of the opamp.
An opamp with FETinputs, such as theAD712.
bardly reacts to the resistance change. lf
notwithstanding this a Type5532 is used, R 16
and R36 should be reduced to 220 kQ. The
input impedance will then reduce to about
39 kQ, and this means that rhe ratio of the
potential divider will change slightly.
Apart from the inpurs, the busboard also

contains all the outputs: rwo tape outputs with
an output impedance of 100 n, derermined
by R13•R14, R31, and R32; anel two line out-
puts, also with an outpur impedance of about
100 Q, derermined by R 15, R 16,R33, and
R34, and R55 and Rso Oll the motherboard.
The circuit contained on the motherboard

isshown in Fig. 3. Since the design ofthe left-
and right-hand channels is identical, only
the left-hand one will be referred to in what
follows.
The preamplifier for the dynamic pick-

up is shown somewhat away from the main
circuit to ernphasize its short connections to
terminals J-K and L-M on the busboard. The
opamp chosen for this stage is a very-low-
noise Type LTI 028. lf thar is found too ex-
pensive, the eheaper OP27 or 5534 may be
used. The RlAA (LEe) correction is provided
by RsI-RS3 and CSS-C61 _Network R 12-C62-
C63 forms a high-pass filter with a cut-off
frequency of 20 Hz to conform to the rsc re-
quirement. If that frequency is lhought un-
necessary, the values of C62 and C63may be
increased.
The input of the preamplifier for the dy-

narnic pick-up is entirely nc-coupled 10 ob-
viate any degradarion of the signal by cou-

pling capacitors. The input capacitance is
detennined primarily by C72, whose value
depends on what is required by the pick-up,
If that is not known, 47 pF rnay be assumed,
Because of the direct coupling, the offsei of
the opamp depends on the internal resis-
tance of the pick-up and P6 is therefore pro-
vided to cancel the offset as appropriate.
The supply lines to this sensitive stage have

been provided with additional filters (around
T 5 and T 6) 10 even out any ripple on the
±15 V supply. Ir should be noted in this con-
text that the use oF an LTI028 is justified
only in conjunction wirh low-impedance
signal-sources «400 Q). If a standard high-
impedance dynamic pick-up is used, an OP27
will be perfectly all right, since the total
noise then consists primarily of the thermal
noise emanated by the pick-up.
The mono-stereo switch, S5' is preceded

by a sumrning amplifier, JC), that provides
true addition ofthe lefr- and righr-hand chan-
nels wirheut any attenuation when stereo
signals are ro be processed as mono olles.
Passive circuits always introduce sorne at-
tenuation.
Although the design of the rone-control

stage, IC4• appears conventional, it has some
interesting aspects. Usually, the connecrions
10 the ends of the carbon tracks 01' the 'high'
potentiometers are via capacitors that deter-
mine the onser of the control, If the onset
frequency is to be altered. the value of both
capacitors needs 1O be changed. In the pre-
sent design, only Olle component per chan-
nel needs to be altered. Switches S3 and S4
enable rwo different onset frequencies ro be
selected. The circuit is consequently some-
what simpleras regards wiringand switching,
A I Mn resistor, R4S, provides a feed-

back loop rhar preverus the outpur of the
opamp froru rising to unwanted heights if
rhe wiper of the 'Iow' potenriometer occa-
sionally losescontact with tbe carbon track.
Capacitors C[4 und CIS have been added
to ensure that the offser ofthe input buffers
is not amplified in the tone control stage.
This parallel network ofa bipolarand a Film
capacitor guarantees faithful signal pro-
cessing even at high frequencies. The COIl-
trol range für various Oll sei frequencies is
shown in Fig. 4 (published in our ne xt
issue). If required, the entire tone contro!
may be taken out of circuit by S6.
It is recornmended to use the very best

qualiry porentiorneters for the balance and
volume controls, for insrance, Alps types.
These are not cheap, bUI they give consis-
tently good performance over a long life.
In some locations, a real balance control
may be difficult or even impossible to ob-
tain: the right type has half-silvered rracks
so that 00 attenuarion occurs in the centre
position, If so, a standard linear stereo po-
tentiometer may be used wirh a 2k2 resis-
tors soldered between its wiper and the pole
of S6a: the attenuation in the centre posi-
tion is then minimal.
The line amplifier.Kjj , is aType NE5534,

which has the advantage of being able to
deliver more than 8 V r.m.s. into a 600 Q
load. Its amplification has been set at x6.6

to give a sensitivity at the line inputs of
150 IIIV r.m.s. for a nominal output of I V
r.m.s. (if a 'real' balance control is used).
Immediately at the output of the opamp

are two parallel-connected 10 J.lF film ca-
pacitors, C24 arid C25• that isolate any off-
ser in the preamplifier from the power am-
plifier in use (remember that all oparnps
in the signal path are oe coupled when the
tone control is not in circuit). The layout
of the printed-circuir board allows the use
of cither MKT or MKP types.
The output contains a relay that provides

adelayatswitch-on ro suppress any switch-
ing noises in the power amplifier. This
relay may be switched off if listening via
headphones only is required. Thedelay cir-
euit is based on T9. When the supply is
switched on, capaciror Csg is charged slowly
via resistor R9), so that ir takes a !ittle time
be fore the base-emirter juncrion voltagehas
reachecl the value at which the transistor
swirches on. When the supply voltage is re-
moved, C78 discharges fairly rapidly via D,
and the relay is deenergized virrually in-
stantly. Thecircuit has its own rectifier net-
work, R9S-R96-C91-DIO-DII, that makes
rapid switch-off possible.
The headphone arnplifier consists of a

Type 5532, ICS", and a discrete cornple-
mentary outpur stage, T) and T4. Three
diodes, D I-D), ensure correct class-A op-
erurion. The amplifier deli vers sufficient
power for driving low-impedance and iJ1-
sensitive headphones (with the exception
of elecrro-static olles that often require a
real power arnplifier). The 100 Q resistor
in the outpur limits the rnaxirnum current,
which can rise to 100 mA with an outpur
impedance of 8 n. The amplification of
the stage has been set to a value at which
clipping of the line outpur voltage of I V
just does not occur.
The supply of the outpur stages, lCs,

T 3. T4, T7, and T8, has its own decoupl.ing,
provided by R97, R9S, ClOO, and CIOI> to
prevent any feedback to the other opamps
in the amplifier when the outpur current is
high.
The power supply of the preamplifier

is simplicity itself: a bridge rectifier, BI,
decoupled by capacitors C79-CS2, buffer
capacitors C84 and C88, and two regulator
ICs, lC9 and ICIo. Note ihar each IC in
the preamplifier has additional supply de-
coupling in the form of an electrolytic and
a cerarnic capacitor,

(10 be continuedi
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8031 IN-CIRCUIT EMULATOR
A previous article by the author on the 8031 microcontroller

described some problems associated with developing single-chip
microcontroller applications. The present article deals with the

hardware that, when coupled with a PC and some software, enables
the hobbyist to construct a low-cost in-circuit emulator (ICE) tor the

popular 8031 microcontroller.

Dr'7i~e

THE hardware is based on the Dallas
DS5000 family 01' processor. It has an

8031 architecrure with bauery-backed statie
RAM replacing the internal ROM. The ac-
tual processor is the Dallas OS2250, wh ich
is a SIP stick version of the OS5000. Func-
tionally. the OS5000 and the OS2250 are
identical. The OS2250, however. uses lower
cost packaging techniques.

The hardware design is simple and COI1-

sriunes the minimum required to build an
operating DS2250 board. Consequently, ir is
a general-purpose softwate development
board that will be used as an ICE.

Circuit description of the ICE
The circuit diagram in Fig. I shows rhat rhe
clock for the OS2250 (ICI) is generated with
rhe aid 01' an 11.0592 MHz quartz crystal.
The frequency ofthe crystalmay be familiar
ro those constructors who have previously
built MCS-51-based (8031, 8052, 8751)
cornputer boards with RS-232 port hard-
ware. The frequency of the quartz crysral is
a multiple of the bit rare on the serial porr,
i.e., 11.0592 MHz divided by the bit rate is
an integer. This particular crystal enables
the higher bir rates (19.2 KBit/s) to be gener-
ated. If a clock frequency 01' 12 MHz were
chosen, the timers would be able 10 count in-
tervals aligned more accurately to I 5, but
the user would be rcstricted to a maximum
serial port speed of 4,800 baud.

Depending on its position, link J I on the
board allows the user to use the crysral on
the ICE board, 01' that on the target board. If
a link is installed between pins 1-3 and 2-4.
the ICE crystal is used. If link positions 3-5
and 4-6 are selected, the crysral in the rarger
system is used.

All of the pins on the OS2250 are eon-
nected to a 40-pin DIL socket, US I, which is
positioned at the underside of the PCB. The
board can be inserted directly into the
803 IDIL socket on the targei board. The
processor ean be powered either from the
target board (power supplies on pin 40
(+5 V) and pin 20 (ground) of the OlL
socket, or via header PLI. The power ap-

plied 10 header PLI is 5 V on pin 2, and 0 V
on pins I and/or4. Ifthe supply connector is
accidenrally reversed. no harm should come
to the ICE.

Communications, initialization and
downloading of sofrware is provided via the
RS-232 porr on ihe Pe. As the ICE51 uses a
single 5-V supply, a combined RS-232 buff-
er/voltage converter is required. The device
selected was the MAX232 (IC2) from
Maxim. Foul' 10 ~F capacitors, C4 to C7, are
required for the voltage converter on board
the MAX232. The RS-232 specification
stares that the high and low voltages rnust be
more positive than +3 V and more negative
rhan -3 V respectively. These volrages are
provided by the MAX232 with typical
values of +9 V ancl-9 V. Aserial cable at-
tached 10 PL2 connects the ICE51 and Ihe
PC serial port (PL2 is a 7x2 IDC connector).
The 14-way connector was selected so that
either a 9-way (AT-style) or a 25-way (XT-
style) O-connector can be fitted at the PC
end. Jumper J3 determines wh ich D-type is
in use. For an X'Tvstyle RS-232 connecror,
install links 7-6, 5-4 and 3-2. For an AT-
style RS-232 connector, installlinks 7-8,1-
2 and 3-4.

Link J2 detennines the source ofthe digi-
tal stream for the serial port to the receive
pin on the processor.lf J2 is connecred in po-
sition 2-3, rhe data stream comes from the
8031 OlL header. In position 1-2, the daia
strearn is connected to the outpur of the
MAX232.

Downloading code to the
ICE
The OS2250 has rwo modes of operation.
The first mode executes code on reset frorn
internal ROM. This ROM contains a srnall
bootstrap loader program which is prirnarily
designed to download code into the battery-
backed RAM. Other operations inc1ude set-
ting the memory configurarion regisrer.
initialising the security keys and locking the
RAM. To enter bootstrap mode, the PSEN
line must be held low when the RST (reset)
line is pulled high. The OS2250 then moni-

Table 1. 082250 register configurations

PA3 PA2 PA1 PAO Partition
Address

0 0 0 0 OOOOH
0 0 0 1 OBOOH
0 0 1 0 1000H
0 0 1 1 1BOOH
0 1 0 0 2000H
0 t 0 1 2BOOH
0 0 1 0 3000H
0 t 1 1 3BOOH
1 0 0 0 4000H
1 0 0 1 4BOOH
1 0 1 0 5000H
1 0 1 1 5BOOH
1 1 0 0 6000H
1 1 0 1 6BOOH
1 1 1 0 7000H
1 1 1 1 BOOOH

mcon register:

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00
PA3 PA2 PA1 PAO RA32 ECE2 PAA SL

RA32 = embedded RAM size: 0 = B KByte;
1 = 32 KByte

ECE2 = enable se co nd RAM chip (nor-
mauy set to 0)

PAA "" partition address access
8L = security lock

tors the serial port, waiting for a 'carriage re-
turn' code. ASCII character 13. This oper-
ation is used 10 iniualize the serial port baud
rate. Thus, the sequence of actions to load a
program into the DS2250 is:

(1). Use a terminal ernularor such as Pro-
comrn, or the ICE51 software.
(2). Toggle the reset swirch, ensuring that it
finishes in the 'ou' position.
(3). Press the retum key - the Dallas loader
copyright rnessage should then appear. YOLI
are now on line with the K'E.
(4). Unlock the exrernal RAM using the 'U'
command.
(5), Read the conrents of the RAM configu-
ration table by pressing ·R'. The configura-
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rion value after executing the 'U' command
will be hexadecimal value F8. This register
is used 10 define the size of the RAM avail-
able on the DS2250. Currently, the DS2250
supports three RAM sizes: 8 KBytes,
32 KBytes and 64 KBytes. The configura-
rion register also deterrnines the parritioning
of the internal RAM into program and/or
data memory. The internal RAM can becon-
figured as data rnemory. program memory
or split iruo part dara and part program. The
only constraint is that the RAM can not be
both program and dara memory wirhin the
same address range.
Table 1 describes the configuration per-

rnutations. When the ICE software is used,
the memory configuration is normally set ro
$E8, which means that at least 2 KBytes of
RAM from $7000 to $7FFF is configured as
data memory, while RAM from $0000 to
$6FFF is configured as program rnernory.
(6). To write (Q the configuration register,
use command 'W E8'.

The default setting for the 32-KByte ICE51
is hex E8. The partition address divides the
battery-backed RAM into program memory
(below the partition address) and dara mem-
ory (above the partition address).
A program in Intel-hex format can now

be loaded into the intemal prograrn memory.
For instance. to load the leE monitor pro-
gram with the aid of the ICES) host soft-
ware, enter the load command, i.e .. at the
DOS prompt enter

DALLAS <CR> Start the ICE51
softwate.

VDU <CR> Enter terminal
emulation mode.
SeI ICESI switch on.

<eR> Set rhe baud rate fcr
the ICESI. Response
should be the Dallas
loader prompt.

L <CR> Download Intel-hex
format file.

<PgDn> Enter the file name to
down load.

DALLAS.OBJ <eR> File narrte.
Set the ICESI switch
S2 to off.
Micro AMPS copy-
right message should
appeal'.

<ESC> Return 10 the hast soft-
ware; the monitor is
now running.

Alternatively any terminal ernularor, such as
Procomm, that supports ASCII file transfers
can be used.
At this poinr the monitor program has

been down loaded, and the DS2250 has been
configured correctly. To start executing the
user code, swirch S2 is set to 'off", and the
user program will start executing from ad-
dress $0000 as if the code had been masked
in the internal ROM. The advantages of
using internal ROM-ed code is that all foul'
parallel ports are available for user applica-
tions. Two and a half of these ports would
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the 8031 In-Circuit Emulator (ICE). Connector USl is plugged into
the socket tor the 8031 in the target system. Software downloading is accomplished by means
01 a seriallink 10 a pe running a terminal emulation program.

norrnally be required for the address. data
and control bus when the processor executes
in expanded mode.

The ICESl software package
The ICE51 sofrware, wh ich is avuilable
from Micro AMPS, provides debugging
100ls to convert the board from a DS22S0
evaluation board inro a full-blown single-
chip mode 8031 in-circuit ernulator. The
2 Kbytes large resident program is loaded
into the DS2250 starring at address $0000 up
to $07FF. User applications can then be
loaded frorn $0800 onwards. The interrupt
vectors ure shifted by an amount of $800,
i.e..

Interrupt Old New

Ext. !NT 0 $3 UMP $803
Timer 0 overflow SB UMP $808
Ext.INT I $13 UMP 5813
etc.

The software provides 10015 for reading and

writing to internal arid external memory.
loading and saving Intel-hex code, reading
and writing to the special tunenon registers,
disassernbling code, starting programs.
managing up 10 10 breakpoirus, and single-
step operation through programs. _

Note:
The hardware und software described in ihis
article are available from Micro AMPS Ltd.
• 66 Smithbrook Kilns· Cranleigb - Surrey
GU6 8JJ • ENGLAND. Telephone: (0483)
505395. Fax: (0483) 268397. The author is
joint managing director of Micro AMPS
Ltd.

Reference:
"The 8031/8751 rnicroconrroller". Elektor
Etectmnics July/August 1990.
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the author and do not imply practical experience by Elektor Electronics

Advanced input stage for a leftlright revolution counter

bYH.M!aZ

MOST left / righr revolurion counters are
based on a shutter fixed on the axle of

the 1110tor that inrerruprs two infra-red sen-
sors-see Fig. I. Whether the counter counts
up 01' down depends cn wh ich IR sensor is
interrupred in the First piace. Most construc-
tors connect rhe IR sensors directly to the
irrpur of the counter. The minimurn distance
berween the sensors is normally 5 mm.
A problem occurs when the motor srops

at rhe exact moment rhe shurrer is directly
between the rwo sensors. The molar could
then be turned the ot her way and the counter
would count. although it should not. The prob-
lem arises, of course, because of the way
the sensors are connected 10 the counter.
Clearly, an input circuir is required that ob-
viates this and similar problerns. The one pro-
posed here counts correctly, irrespective of
how rnany times the motor changes direc-
tion ar at which angle it stops,

Method of counting

The method of counting is based on the tra-
ditional shuuer and rwo IR sensors as shown
in Fig, I. The counter must counr up when
the sensors are interrupred in the sequence
shown in Fig. 2a. Logic high rneans rhar the
sensor is interrupted; logic low that ir is not
interrupted.

COUNTS UP

"'0":"":.
COUNTSPOWN

Circuit description

The circuit of the input stage is shown in
Fig. 3. When both sensors are not inter-
rupted, the level at A and B is high (+5 V).
When sensor A is interrupted, the level at A
goes low. When sensor 8 is interrupted, the
level at 8 goes low. Schnürt triggers Type

00133-13

HZ2At

''',
Cl.K R

c

AXOlfBr------------------~
: lCtc \

r ff :, ,
I ,, ,. ,
I lC2a ca, IL J

H22At

IC,,, 4093
IC2:4001
IC3-40\3
IC4: 4082

"
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ADVANCED INI'UT STAGE FOR A LEFT/RIGHT REVOLUTION COUNTER
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4093 are used here IO ensure that rhe transi-
tion of the sensor outpur from high ro low or
vice versa is fast enough for the circuit to
operate satisfactorily.
Production of an up counting CLOCK pulse

depends on three ccnditions being mer:

the level at D must be high:
the level at A rnust be high:
thc level ar B must change from low to
high.

Sirnilarly. producnon of a DOWN count-
ing CLOCK pulse depends on:

rhe level at D being low (that is, the Q
outpur of IClb is high):
rhe level at B being high:
the level at Achanging from low 10 high .

The four possible states are given dia-
grarnrnarically in Fig. 4. Gates lek. leid,
IC1a_IClb.ICk.IC:b.and ICJbcause rhe level
at D 10 be high only on the transition from
state "l " 10 state '2", The level at 0 is Jow on
iransition front state . l ' 10 "4'. This means
that rhe CLOCK for up counting is produced
only when sequent!al transition frorn state "l '
ro state '4' occurs (1-2-3-4-1). Für DOWN
counting. the rransition shou ld be 1--4-3-2-1.
Same examples of when counting takes place
01' not are given in Fig. 5. Time constanrs
Rj-C1 arid R6-C1 determine the width of
the CLQCK pulse: Ior instance, if Rs ::::Rö ::::
10 kQ and C, ~ C2 ~ I nF. the width is
IOIlS.
When U/6 is high. the counter must count

UP, oiherwise DOWN.
The shutter is made of transparent mate-

rial with a sector bJaeked as shown in Fig. 6.
The seetor may have various areas, while
tbe seusors rnay be placed in a number of
locations. TWDwill be discussed.
The size of the shuuer secror and the po-

sition 01' the two sensors in Fig. 6a is suit-
able ror devices where rhe counting ur must
be at the sarne angle as the counting DOWN
(f/> = 0). This arrangement would find appli-
cation in. for instance, a transformer wind-
ing systern.
Tbe size of the sector and the sensor po-

suions shown in Fig. 6b are suitable for ap-
plications where the rnoror has a high angu-
lar velocity.
The construction of a typical IR sensor.

the Type H22A I. is shown in Fig. 7, while a
typical appl ication of the irrpur stage is given
in Fig. 8. •



8031 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
Intel's 8031 embedded
controller chip contains all
the essential ingredients of
a microcomputer - 1/0
ports, a UART, interrupt
lines, 16-bit timers and
counters, an 8-bit CPU,
and 128 bytes of
RAMstack. All that is
additionally required to
form a fully functional
computer is an operating
system, a means of getting
machine code to the CPU,
a few operating switches
and a visual display. Such
a computer is described
here.

R. Gr-odzik
/

THIS project uses the Intel 8031 microcon-
troller to form a self-contained, machirre

code prograrnmable computer board,
measuring only 100 x 160 mm. The opera-
ting system, all 240 bytes 01 it (probably the
world's smallest ... ), is contained in a pre-
programmed PROM. The project is aimed in
particular at experienced software and hard-
ware designers who want to use the 8031 in
stand-alone application circuits, such as
automated control.

Circuit description

tion, the PROM provides the interrupt vec-
tors fOT the system.

A majorand useful feature of the board is
the provision of battery back-up for the 6264
static RAM. As shown in the circuit diagrarn.
Fig. 2, the RAM supply switching circuit
consists of lC6, R6,R7,Ra and 03. With a 5-

volt supply present on the board, the 3.6-V
NiCd battery is permanently charged via 03,
which is forward biased. Resistcrs R7 and Ra
form a potential divider. The voltage drop
across RB drives transistor T2, whose collec-
tor voltage Is brought low. Via the outpur of
rC6B, a logic low is applied to pin 1 of IC6A.

11.0592MHz oe, '"XTAL

'"",
STOP t*I .,,'l.

c o INTERRUPT AND VO P:U
o o I
o o P3.4".c c I
00

PU

c c DISPLAY
o o

t:" r
+

RS232-TO'TTL

'"CONVERTER

The block diagram of the single board com-
puter, Hg. 1, shows the main elements of the
computer: the 803] MPU (master processing
unit), 8 KBytes of RAM (random-access
memory), a PROM (programmable read-
only memory) and a data indication based
on two LEDdisplays. A handful 01 legte les
complete the cornputer.
Port 1 (lines Pl.O-P1.7) provides eight 1/0
Iines, (latched Input or output). whose legte
status is continuously monitored by an intel-
ligent hexadecirnal display. Port 3 (lines
P3.1-P3.4) provides four additional [/0
lines, of which three have a dual function of
external interrupt and counter input.
The computer is controlIed by the opera-

ting system Hrmware resident in IC3, a
PROM. The instructions in this PROM en-
able the 8031 to read the data front the serial
input port, and send it to the RAM. In addi- Fig. 1. Block diagram of the single-board computer.

1---->lOATAlAOORESS
DEMULTlPLEXER

~8INARY

:LASC!!
..
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8031 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
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Fig.2. Circuit diagram of the 8031-based computer. Data downloaded from the PC is shown on two 'intelligent' hex diplay devices connected
to port 1 of the 8031.

Pin 2 of IC6A remains high when the PROM
is addressed. Above address OOFF"" one or
more of the inputs of IC7, configured as a
five-input Ok-gate. go high. which in turn is
inverted by lesc. Next, a 'low' is applied to
pin 2 of IC6A; pin 3 ofIC6A goes low and thus
enables RAM IC4, while at the same Ja is
disabled.
When power is removed from the board,

diode D3 becomes reversed biased, prevent-
ing any current from the battery reaching the
base of T2. Consequently. this transistor re-
mains off, with its collector at battery volt-
age. 11,e output 01 buffer IC6B (pin 11), is
therefore high. This propagates through
IC6A to pin 20 of IC4~ thus disabling the
RAM. Simultaneously, keep-alive voltage is
supplied to pins 26 and 28 of rC4 to retain the
memory contents.
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Programming the computer
These days. most people have access to a
personal computer (pe), and with the addi-
tion of one of many communications soft-
ware utilities available, er, indeed, an 8031
assembler, it is relatively simple to produce
machine code and download it via the PCs
serial port to the input of the UART con-
tained in the 8031. The code then restdes in
the on-board 8 KByte-large battery-backed
RAM, which ensures that the downloaded
program will remain intact in the event of
loss of power. This method of programming
a computer is particularly attractive because
it dispenses with the time-consuming prac-
tice of programming and erasing EPROMs
whilst debugging the software. Here, it is a
simple matter to re-edit the code on the host

910012·13

pe, and then download the final version to
the computer board at 9600 baud. Even for
the full eight kilobytes. the transfer only
takes a few seconds.
The author has dehberately avoided the

use of Intel-hex or Motorola-s protocols. Ob-
ject code can be downloaded in binary er
ASCII format. The binary code is accommo-
dated as byte-wide RS232 transmissions:
8 data bits. 1 stop bit, no parity, 9600 bits per
second. Alternatively, each byte can be
downloaded as two ASCn words: i.e., 2Fh =
32AscIJ followed by 46A5C1l. Line feeds, return
codes and spaces must not be used in this
format because the board's operating system
will identify them as invalid codes, and the
display will start blinking rapidly.
The board control switches could not be

simpler: one 'go' and one 'stop' push-button.



COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

Pressing the 'stop' button initialises the com-
puter; the display will indicate '00' when the
system 1S up and running. The board is now
ready to receive data at its serial port. The
display will twinkle as the da ta ls accepted,
and the last code received will be displayed.
The received data (if ASCII) is converted by
the operating system to machine code (bytes)
and placed from start address 0100h 011-

wards in the external memory. It will be clear
that binary code does not require translation,
and may be fed direct to the RAM. The C011-

tent of the PROM on the computer board. a
745472, is given as a hex-dump in Fig. 4.

Memory map and interrupt
vectors
The 8 KBbytes of external RAM occupy ad-
dress range 0100" to 1FFF" (see Fig. 3). The
first page, addresses OOOOhto OOFFh, is occu-
pied by the PROM. Therefore the maximum
addressable range of the RAM is 7936 bytes
(lFOO,,).

The three interrupt vectors (from external
interrupts INTO, INTl and rimer 0) point to
addresses at the top of the user RAM:

JNTO interrupf vector
TIMER 0 interrupt vector
INTl interrupf vector

1FFDh
1FFA"
lFF7h

At these locations, a jump to the address of
the interrupt service routine is usually
placed, e.g.:

1FFD: 02 02 00 LJMP0200

to jump to address 0200h and service the in-
terrupt request from there. The TlMER 1 in-
terrupt is reserved for use by the operattng
system and therefore not available for
general programming.

As shown by the memory map of the sys-
tem, Fig. 3, page 0 of the RAM (addresses
OOOOh-OOFFh)is reserved for use by the oper-
ating system. Ta execute the program, sim-
ply press the 'go' button. Execution of the
program will commence at address 0100h.
Connect on an ADe or DAC to the port Iines,
and there you have it: computer control of
the outside world. Data acquisition, moni-
toring, counting, timing ~ the list is endless;
it a11depends on you.

Construction
Construction of the 8031 computer is fairly
simple, as relatively few parts are involved.
A doublesided PCB is used with special pur-
pose O.8-mm pins for pinning through.
These pins are much better than odd bits of
thin wire which tend to break or fall through.
The CMOS displays are static sensitive and
fairly expensive, so use the standard static
precautions when handling these devices. 1t
is recommended to fit the displays end all
ICs in sockets, wh ich make for easier fault-
finding. The NiCd battery is secured to the
rCB with a few drops of two-component
glue.

USER MEMORY
(7936 BYTES)

...,,,,,,,,,
USER PROGRAM---------- -----+-----

,,,
OPERATING SYSTEM

(256 BYTES)
•
•
•
•,,,
•,,,
•,,,,

· {PIN 13 PORT P3.3
EXTERNALINTERRUPTINTl

VECTOR ADDRESS

INTERRUPT TIMER 0
VECTOR ADDRESS

•,,,,,,
•PIN 12 PORT P3.2

EXTERNAL INTERRUPT INT 0
VECTOR ADDRESS

•
•
•.,

RESET

{

.
~

- -
PAGE 7

PAGE 6

PAGE 5

PAGE4

PAGE 3

PAGE 2

- PAGE 1 -

.r:
RESERVED

'7
1F

02

'A

l'
02

'D
1F

02

RESERVED -

-""1
07FF R

A
M

0100-------
OOFF

{

0010

001C

0018

0015

0014 P

0013 R
o
M

0000

CODe

0008

Fig.3. Address map of the system. The first 256 bytes in the address space are reserved 10r
the firmware PROM that contains the operating system and a number of interrupt vectors.
The user memory has a size of slightly less than eight kilobytes.

For binary download operation, strap
pin 19 of IC3 to +5 V (pin 20); for ASCn
downloading, strap pin 19 01 la to 0 V
(pin 10).

Once the discrete components, the crystal
and Je sockets have all been soldered into
place, check for sold er bndges and 'dry
joints'. Use an ohmmeter to check Ior conti-
nuity between all parts of the circuit. Next,
apply power (5 V), and with the aid of a logic
probe, ensure that the supply voltages and
o V potentials are present at the appropriate
pins of each IC socket. FOT example. check
lC2 pin 20 (+5 V), and pin 1 and pin 10 (both
o V).

Disconnect the power and insert IC1, the
8031, into its socket. This is where the
author's fault-finding tool, an inexpensive
transistor radio, comes in. Power up the

0005

0004

0003
0002

0001

0000

910012 -11

board, tune into the medium-wave band and
you should hear a humof microprocessor ac-
tivity. Placing YOlli finger on the PROM
socket to simulate software will modulate
the outpur from the radio. If this does not
happen, proceed no further. as there is prob-
ably an open or short on your circuit board.
Investigate and rectify. Next, switch off and
populate the board with the remaining ICs.
Power up and check with a logic probe that
pins 32 up to and including 39 of lC1 are
strobing. lf everything is all right, the display
reads '00'. [f not, recheck everything.

Connecting up
Data connections to the serial port are via a
6-way DlN socket and mating plug. Note
that the board is also powered via this DJN
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COMPONENTS LIST

~:
I 47K
I 4K7
3 1000
I l3kn2
I 101<0
I 5kn6
I 1kn5

RI
R2
R3;R4;R9
R5
R6
R7
RB

~:
2 10p.F 16V 1antaIum

bead
2 33pF
7 I OOnF ceramle

CI;C4

C2;C3
C5-C11

Semlconductors:
I 8031 or 8OC31
I 74HC373
I PROM 748472

(see note)
I 6264
I 74HCOO
2 74HC32
2 IN4148
2 BC548
2 LEO (I green, I red)
Mlacellaneous:
2 keyboard rocker switch

wi1h Indlealor (R5 319-843)
11.0592 MHz quartz crystal
16-way 10C box header
PCB-mounling 6-way
OIN sockel

I 3V6 NICd battery
O.8-mm pcb pins

ICI
IC2
IC3

1C4
IC5
IC6;IC7
01;03
TI;T2
02;04

51;52

XI
KI
K2

Note:
The pre-programmed PROM and lha PCB
artwoI1< lor 1his projecl are available Irom:
R. Grodtil< • 53 Chalmstord Road • BRAO-
FORO B03 8QN • ENGLANO. The price 01
1he PROM Is EI5.00 Includlng P&P.

8031 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

SPRINTplus listing cf file A:8Q31.prm ,n device National Semi DH7t.Sto72

00000: 02 00 CO 02 1F FD FF FF FF FF FF 02 1F FA FF FF
00010, FF FF FF 02 IF F7 FF FF FF FF FF 02 00 3A FF FF
00020- C2 FO 90 01 00 D2 B5 75 9B 50 75 89 20 75 BO FO ....... u. Pu. u.
00030, D2 8E 02 AF 02 AB 80 FE 80 FC 20 B5 09 75 09 00 .. u.
000-'<0, 75 08 00 C2 BE 32 30 98 s i C2 BE C2 98 ES 99 " "u . .. 20_

0 •••••• T'
00050, 7F F5 90 12 00 68 10 FO 08 C4 F5 70 02 FO 02 8E .... h , o. .p .
00060, 32 25 70 FO A3 02 SE 32 F8 54 FO 84 30 02 80 18 '2'l'l.p. .. . 2 T. .0 .
00070: B4 40 06 C3 ES 94 47 40 02 80 13 E8 B4 40 02 80 .@. .. . G@. .••. @ •
00080· F8 C3 94 37 22 00 00 00 E8 C3 94 3A 40 02 80 OB ... 7" . ..... :@ .
00090, E8 94 2F 40 06 C3 E8 94 30 80 E9 74 00 F5 90 12 ./@ .. 0. .,
OOOAO: 00 AB 74 88 FS 90 12 00 AB 80 FO 7E 80 lE 7F FF .. t- -
00080: 1F BF 00 Fe BE 00 F6 22 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF ..
OOOCÜ, 74 00 F5 90 02 00 20 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF " ...
00000 : 12 00 AB C2 es 02 01 00 FF FF FF FF FF FP FF FF o.
OOOEO, FP FP FF FF 1"1"1"1"FF FF FF FF 1"1"1"1"FF FF FF FF
OOOFO; FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
00100, 02 00 6B 02 IF 1"0 1"1"FF FF 1"1"FF 02 IF FA FF FF .. k .
00110, FF FF FF 02 11" 1"7 FF FF 1"1"1"1"FF 02 00 3A FF FF
00120, C2 FO 90 0' 00 02 B5 75 98 50 75 89 20 75 BO FO ....... u.Pu. uo.
00130; 02 BE 02 AF 02 AB 80 FE 80 FC 20 B5 09 75 09 00 .u ..
00140; 75 08 63 C2 8E 32 30 98 Fl C2 8E C2 98 ES 99 F5 'u.c. .20 ..
00150, 90 FO A3 02 8E 32 7E 80 lE 7F FP IF BF 00 Fe 8E ..... 2~.
00160, 00 F6 22 12 00 56 C2 85 02 0' 00 74 00 F5 90 02 '" V. .... t .
00170, 00 20 FF FF FF FF 1"1"1"1" FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
00180, FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FP FF FF FF
00190, FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 1"1"FF FF FP FF FF
OOlAO, FP FF FF FF FP FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FP FF FP .... .. ..... ....
001BO, FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 1"1"FF FF FF FP FF FF FF ..... ' ... o.
001CO; FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 1"1"FF FF FF FF FF
00100' FP FP FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FP
001EO, FP FF FP FF FP FP FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FP FF ...
001FO; FP FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

910012·I~

Flg.4. Hexdump of the firtnware PROM, a type 745472.

socket. At the hast computer end, connect a
single screened cable to the ground and TXD
pins of the serial port. Also tie the RTS and
crs pins together.
All the port 1/0, interrupf and power lines
ofthe8031 computer are broughtout toa 16-
way IDC pin header (KI), for connection via
ribbon cable toperipheral devices. As shown
in the photograph of the prototype, the pin
header is a box type connector with eject
headers.

For further reading
Various publications are available from

Intel, detailing the programming of the 8031:

(1) Intel S-blt Embedded Controller Hand-
book (1989) (RS code 910-749);
(2) Intel Embedded Controller Applications
Handbook (RS code 910-777);

These books. and data sheets on the 8031, are
available from
Intel Literature Sales • P.O. Box 7641 • Mt.
Prospect • IL 60056-7641 • USA.
or, in the UK, from
Intel Corporation (UK) Ltd .• Pipers Way •
Swindon • Wilts SN31RJ. Telephone: (0793)
696000. •

SLiDE POTENTIOMETERS IN THEVIDEO MIXER - AN UPDATE
We understand that the mounting of the
slide potentiometers in the video mixer pub-
lished last year has caused a small difficulty
with some constructors.
There appear to be two types of slide

potentiometer around, which, although they
have the same track length, are mounted dif-
ferently. In some cases, the type with two
mounting lugs (Pjg. 1) requires a few wa-
shers, or short reB spacers, to be positioned
at the right helght above the PCB. 111esec-
ond type (Pig. 2) has two holes through the
potentiometer body. To enable this type to be
secured to the reB, mount two small sup-
port plates and two spacers at the track side
of the PCB, as shown in Fig. 2. The length of
the spacers is determined by the required
height of the slide potentiometer above the
PCB surface. •

"Video Mixer", EJektor Electronics January,
February and March 1990.

1 2
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SWR METER FOR
1.5 - 70 MHz
Waste not, want not! Radio amateurs are a breed
of electronics enthusiasts who like to see every
milliwatt of their precious RF power arriving where
it belongs: at the antenna terminals. However,
budgets being what they are (RF plugs and
low-Ioss coax cable are pretty expensive ... ),
impedance mismatches occur readily between the
transmitter and the aerial, causing power
reflection. The low-cost instrument described here
will tell hams operating in the 160 m through 4 m
bands the ratio of the forward to the reflected RF
power.

J. Bareford

A standtng-weve ratio (SWR) meter Is an
indispensable RF power monitoring

Instrument found in almost any radio ama-
teur's shack. lt is often connected perma-
nently between the transmitter/receiver rig
and the coax cable to the antenna. OUTing
transnussions. it provides a relative indica-
tion of the transmitted power, as weil as an
indication of the ration of the forward RF
power (i.e., the power fed to the antenna) to
the reflected RF power (i.e., the power re-
flected into the transmitter owing to a mis-
match at some point in the transmission
line).

Sirtee most radio amateurs have several
transmitters and antenna systems, it is good
operating practice to check the antenna
match at a low power level, before starttng a

transrrussion. In this way, hams proteer their
precious RF amplifiers from going up into
smoke owing to a gross mismatch, a faulty
coax relay. or a totally absent antenna con-
nection. During the transmission, harns have
olle eye on the tuni.ng scale, and the other on
the needle of the moving-coil meter in the
SWR instrument. [ust for reassurance? No, a
must to ensure the best possible signal at the
receiving station.

Standing-wave ratio
The ratio of the fotward RF power to the re-
flected RF power is called the stending-wave
ratio. or SWR. Since, in the actuaI SWR
meter, we are working with one, definitely
established, transmission line impedance,

~!'------------~~----------~'! n
O·~,-c=
{~ : ~_'_'iS\'--'-.

j
I ca

! 821>

I
I,__ ~_~._- ._""""

.,

,,,

•oe

•
",~n

--~---I
* lee lul I

~
~

I
______ -:--_~_~..........,..--_I

....

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram 01 the SWR meter. The RF energy produced by the transmitter is
coupled capacitively via C1, and inductively via L1 to establish the ratio of the forward to the
reflected power.

b

"rscn ea "' ..*.".•
2xAA119

u'••S60\lH

es

900013·11

the term 'power' may be replaced by 'volt-
age' . Thus, in a transmission Une system
where amismatch exists, we have a forward
voltage, UF, aud a reflected voltage, UR. This
allows the SWR to be detennined from

From this, it is seen that an SWR ofl corre-
sponds to optimum matehing of the trans-
mitter to the coax and antenna system. That
is not to say that there are no lasses: it only
means that the transrnitter output is
matched to the load impedance formed by
the transmission Iine, which incIudes the
aerial, i.e., the load at the far end of the cable.
In fact, the effect of an improperly matehed
antenna becomes smaUer as the attenuation
on the cable rises. This is because both the
forward and the reflected power are subject
to the same attenuation. A good d iscussion
of the relative importance of the SWR is
fou.nd in Ref. 1. Incidentally, long Tuns of
I05SY coax cable often form the perfeet
dummy load: any length of (matched) coax
cable that irrtrod uces an attenuation of more
than, say, 20 dB at the test frequency, will re-
flect so little power that it looks like aperfeet
resistance to the transmitter (keep an eye on
the dissipation, though!) .
Typieal, tolerable, SWR values resulting

fram small mismatches a.re in the range from
1.5 to 2.0. Most radio amateurs would agree
that an SWR greater than 2 is adefinite cause
for investigating the mismatch, as then more
than 11% of the transmitted power is
'wasted' by reflection. The cause of the mis-
match may be found in an incorrectly tuned
RF amplifier, a piece of coax with the wrong
impedance (the notorious 50/75-Q prob-
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Iem), birds on your aerial, €I frozen-over
aerial, the hectic of a contest, water in your
coax cable, or a couple of faulty RF connec-
tors somewhere on your attic or on the roof.
Whatever the cause, make sure you elerni-
nate it beforestarting to transmit. since many
RF amplifiers, particularly those used for
SSB (single-sideband) and other linear
modes, do not like output mismatches, and
produce an excessively wide output spec-
trum, causing splatter in the band and an-
noyance to your fellow hams in the
neighbourhood.

The circuit
The circuit diagram of the present SWR
meter is conventional, see Hg. 1. The for-
ward and reflected powers induce RF volt-
ages in a toroid inductor, Li, which is
positioned around a short length of coax
cable. Note that the cable is grounded nt one
side of the instrument only (a coax cable
grounded at both ends does not radiate).

The RF voltage supplied by the transmit-
ter is capacittvely coupled via Cl to serve as
a kind of reference against which the for-
ward and reverse powers are measured. The
eoupling capecttor is connected to e tuned
circuit, L2-L3-C3-C2, that serves to balance
the measurement circuit at lugher frequen-
eies (in the 6 m band and possibly the 4 rn
band also).
The torward and reflected voltages are

reetified by two diedes. Dt and D2, to es tab-
lish the relative powers and thus the SWR.
The AAl 19s used are low-eapaeitance point-
eontact germanium diodes with a low thre-
shold voltage of about 0.2 V. A toggle switeh,
51, allows the user to seleet a (relative) for-
ward power indiennon. or reflected power
relative to fotward power.

Construction
The layout of the double-sided printed cir-
cuit board is shown in Fig. 2. Be sure to avoid
overheating the trimmer, C2, while soldering
its terminals. As shown in the photograph in
Fig. 3, the two BNC sockets are connected by
a short length of thin SO-Q eoaxial eable, of
which thescreening braid is eonneeted to the
socket and the board at the antenna side
only. [11 the prototype, the coax eable was a
40-mm lang piece of RG174U, which has an
outside diameter of about 3 mm.

The winding data of the two inductors in
the instrument, Lt and L2, are as folIows:
Pick-up inductor Lr:
Wind 30 turns of 0.2-mm dia (SWG36;
AWG34) enamelled eopper wire on a Fr 37-
43 ferrite ring eore from Amidon Assoeiates
Inc. An alternative core is the FB 43-240l.
Distribute the wire evenly on the eore. Care-
fully remave the enamel coating at the ends,
Put the eoax eable through the hole in the
core, and solder the wire ends of the ind uetor
to the holes marked 'Ll ' on the PCB. Connect
the coax cable to the BNC sockets as indi-
eated above.
Choke L2:
This is rnade from 6 tu ms of 0.2 mm dia.
(5WG36; AWG34) enamelled eopper wire
through a 3-mITI long ferrite bead. After
winding the inductor, carefully remove the
enamel coartng at the ends, and solder the
device in plaee.
The eompleted printed circutt board fits in
an Eddysrone or Harnmond diecast enclo-
sure of about 11x6x3 cm. The size of the ree-
tangular clearance in the Iid of the enclosure
depends on the rneter you lIse. The lid is
drilled to accept the threaded shafts of the
sensitivity control potentiometer and the for-
ward/refleeted power switch. The connec-

Fig. 3. A look inside the prototype. Note that the toroid core, L1, is fitted around the 3-mm
dia. coax cable connected between the input and outpur BNC sockets.
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Fig. 2. Double-sided, not through-plated,
printed circuit board for the SWR meter.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
2 isoo
2 lk!l
1 100k.Q linear potentiometer

Rl;R2
R3;R4
Pl

Capacitors:
1 l2pF
1 40pF trimmer
1 82pF
2 10nF

Cl
Cl
C3
C4;C5

Semiconductors:
2 AA119
2 lN4l48

01 ;02
03;04

Inductors (see text):
1 FT37-43 (Amidon) L1
1 3-mm ferrite bead L2
1 560~H L3
enamelled copper wire 0.2 mm dia.

Miscellaneous:
1 miniature SPOT switch S1
1 1OO}lAmoving-coil meter M1
2 BNC sockel K1;K2
1 diecast enc!osure, 8,9., Hammond

type 15908



RADIO AND TELEVISION

ttons between the board end the external
components are shown in Fig. 4.

Testand practical use
Connect the completed SWR meter between
a short-wave transmitter and a load you
know to be non-reflective, e.g., a dummy
load of the appropriate Irnpedance and
power rating. Transmit at a continuous out-
put power.lf the indications of forward and
reflected power appear to be rcverscd, swap
the terminals of Lt, er change the lettering of
the switch on the instrument.

Ifyou work in the short-wave bands only.
there is probably no need to adjust the bal-
ance trimmer, Cz. lf you do work at 50 MHz
or 72 MHz (UK only), connect a dummy load
to the outpur of the SWR meter, and adjust
the trimmer for minimurrt reflected power
indication while transmitting at a relatively
lowpower.

Use the SWR meter as [01l0w5 after mak-
ing any change to your rig or antenna sys-
tem: transmit at a continuous level, select
forward power, and adjust the sensitivity
control, PI, for full meter deflection. Next,
switch to reflected power. The lugher the in-
dication, the worse your antenna match. •

-L1-,

<:1 GI=I1 01 e"4
L3 :2. +-0 o-+t-o j-O., b

r -r G"e oe 8"3 0-1--+---,
:~: u +-0 o-+t-o +-0 ."'al-l----I-_-,
• I ca In V '"
, , .2, <:~e -, 8 I+)U.2,U.2, c

ue ~ @)g »);- ...
- ./ 0

Reference:
1. "Losses encountered when interconnect-
ing cables having the incorrect impedance".
by Dr. P. Brumm, DL7HG. VHF Connnuuico-
tione issue 3/1974. Fig. 4. Where to connect the externat components.
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DUAL 70 MHz CMOS VIDEO
AMPLfFIER

functions of MCSCOM are selected from
a menu, and cornprise:

A dumb terminal which cornmuni-
cates with the 8052 via a user selected
port. using any of rhe standard PC baud
rares, The X-on/X-off protocol is used.
The modern control signals are ignored.

A down load mode in which prograrns
may be down loaded to the 8052. Only
numbered lines are transmitted; un-num-
bered comrnents are ignored.

A capture mode which allows pro-
grarns arid other output frorn the 8052 to
be captured arid written ro a disk file.

A line editor wh ich is Wordsrar com-
parible and may be used to modify pro-
gram lines in the 8052. The line number
itsclf may be edited to produce copies of
a line if required.

Run-time paramerers are stored in two
files, one of which contains the user
defined defaults, the orher the last used
pararneters. The parameter file may be
selected from the command line at run
time. This feature allows rhe user to
carry on where he left off without having
to redefine paramerers.

For further detaiis, prices and orde-
ring inforrnation. send a self-addres sed
envelope to
R.T.B. Computer Engineering' 163 I
Duncombe Street > Sheffield S6 3R0!:x
Telephone: (0742) 334370.

+5V -5V

,_.tL, rectly down 75 Q cables, 01' down back-
terminared 75 Q cables. Other applica-
tions include driving flash converters,
and providing output buffers for cross-
point switches such as rhe MAX456.

Isolation between the two amplifiers
is guaranteed to be greater rhan 60 dB.
The MAX452 single version of this arn-
phfiercan be used in applications requir-
ing even grearer isolarion,
Maxim Inlegraled Prnducts • 120 San
Gabriel Drive' Sunnyvale • CA 94086.
Telephone: (408) 737-7600.
Maxim Integraled Products (UK) L~.
• HC Horseshoe Park' Pangbourn
Reading RG8 7JW. Telephone: (07 '
845255. Fax: (0734) 843863.

I
I

VIDEO I
I

INPUT I MAX457
I

s I

I

I I
I "L -.l

Maxim lntegrated Praducts introduces
the MAX457. a monolithic IC cornpris-
ing two 70 MHz CMOS video amplifiers
which ean drive 75 Q loads. These arn-
plifiers operate from ±5 V supplies, and
together consume only 350 rn W. The
only necessary exrernal components are
rwo resistors for gain setring. arid rwo
deeoupling capaciiors.

Without exrernal cornpensation. these
amplifiers are stable at a gain of I when
driving 75 Q loads. and stab!e a t a gain
of 2 when driving 150 Q loads. This
makes the MAX457 ideally suited to buf-
fering video signals for transmission di-

MORE SUPPORT SOFTWARE
FOR ELEKTOR 80S2-BASIC

COMPUTER

RTB Computer Engineering now supply
MCSCOM. a communication program
specifically written to enable an IBM PC
or compatible to support the Intel 8052-
AH BASIC microcontroller. The main
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lern), birds on your aerial, a frozen-over
aerial, the hectic of a contest, water in your
coax cable, or a couple of faulty RF connec-
tors somewhere on your attic or on the roof.
Whatever the cause, make sure you elemi-
nate it before starting to transmit. since many
RF amplifiers, particularly those used for
55B (single-sideband) and other linear
modes, do not like output mismatches, and
produce an excessively wide output spec-
trum, causing splatter in the band and an-
noyance to your fellow hams in the
neighbourhood.

The circuit
The circuit diagram of the present 5WR
meter is conventional, see Fig. 1. The for-
ward and reflected powers induce RF volt-
ages in a toroid inductor, L1, which is
positioned around a short length of coax
cable. Note that the cable is grounded at one
side of the instrument only (a coax cable
grounded at both ends does not radiate),

The RF volta ge supplied by the transmit-
ter is capacitively coupled via Cl to serve as
a kind of reference against which the for-
ward and reverse powers are measured. The
coupling capacitor is connected to a tuned
circuit, L2-L3-C3-C2, that serves to balance
the measurement circuit at higher frequen-
cies (in the 6 m band and possibly the 4 m
band also).

The forward and reflected voltages are
rectified by two diodes, 01 and 02, to es tab-
lish the relative powers and thus the 5WR.
The AA 119s used are low-capacitance point-
contact germanium diodes with a low thre-
shold voltage of about 0.2 V. A toggle switch,
51, allows the user to select a (relative) for-
ward power indication, or reflected power
relative to forward power.

Construction
The layout of the double-sided printed cir-
cuit board is shown in Fig. 2. Be sure to avoid
overheating the trimmer, Cl,while soldering
its terminals. As shown in the photograph in
Fig. 3, the two BNC sockets are connected by
a short length of thin 50-Q coaxial cable, of
which the screening braid is connected to the
socket and the board at the antenna side
only. In the prototype, the coax cable was a
40-mm long piece of RG174U, which has an
outside diameter of about 3 mm.

The winding data of the two inductors in
the instrument, L1 and L2, are as folIows:
Pick-up inductor L1:
Wind 30 turns of 0.2-mm dia (5WG36;
AWG34) enamelled cop per wire on a FT 37-
43 ferrite ring core from Amidon Associates
Ine. An alterna tive core is the FB 43-2401.
Oistribute the wire evenly on the core. Care-
fully remove the enamel coating at the ends.
Put the coax cable through the hole in the
core, and solder the wire ends of the inductor
to the holes marked 'L l' on the PCB. Connect
the coax cable to the BNC sockets as indi-
cated above.
Choke L2:
This is made from 6 turns of 0.2 mm dia.
(5WG36; AWG34) enamelled cop per wire
through a 3-mm long ferrite bead. After
winding the inductor, carefully remove the
enamel coating at the ends, and sold er the
device in place.
The completed printed circuit board fits in
an Eddystone or Hammond diecast enclo-
sure of about 11x6x3 cm. The size of the rec-
tangular clearance in the lid of the enclosure
depends on the meter you use. The lid is
drilled to accept the threaded shafts of the
sensitivity control potentiometer and the for-
ward / reflected power switch. The connec-

Fig. 3. A look inside the prototype. Note that the toroid core, L1, is fitted around the 3-mm
dia. coax cable connected between the input and output BNC sockets.
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Fig. 2. Double-sided, not through-plated,
printed circuit board for the SWRmeter.

COMPONENTS LIST.

Resistors:
2 1500
2 1kQ
1 100kQlinearpotentiometer

R1;R2
R3;R4
P1

Capacitors:
1 12pF
1 40pFtrimmer
1 82pF
2 10nF

C1
C1
C3
C4;C5

Semiconductors:
2 AA119
2 1N4148

01;02
03;04

Inductors (see text):
1 FT37-43(Amidon) l1
1 3-mmferritebead L2
1 560~H L3
enamelledcopperwire 0.2mmdia.

Miscellaneous:
1 miniatureSPOTswitch S1
1 100~ moving-coilmeter M1
2 BNCsocket K1;K2
1 diecastenclosure,e.g., Hammond
type 1590B


